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MyBroadband proposes to sue

18 December 2009
ATTENTION: debbie + halicon
LETTER OF DEMAND – MY BROADBAND / YOURSELVES

Location: Jhb
Posts: 443

1. We refer to the above mentioned matter and confirm that we act herein on
behalf of our client My Broadband;
2. Our instructions are as follows:
2.1 You have been banned from the My Broadband discussion forum and
have subsequently repeatedly registered again - despite the fact that it
violates the website Terms and Conditions – and often with the intention to
disrupt the forum, post derogatory statements about the management,
moderators and members and even launch personal attacks against members
via posts and the personal messaging system;
2.2 You have published various untrue statements regarding our client, its
management and staff on the Internet;
2.3 You have attempted to incite members of our client to publish defamatory
and false statements regarding our client; and
2.4 You confronted our client’s management in public in an effort to
embarrass our client.
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3. Your above-mentioned actions are unlawful, illegal and amount to the
following:
3.1 Defamation and crimen injuria;
3.2 Intimidation and harassment;
3.3 Misrepresentation and fraud; and / or
3.4 Unlawful incitement.
4. Although our client is committed to freedom of expression and robust
debate, it has a legal right to protect its good name, reputation and members
from your unlawful and illegal actions;
5. In light of the above, we demand from you, as we hereby do, the
following:
5.1 The removal of all untrue, defamatory and / or harassing online forum
posts, blogs and comments, published by yourselves or those acting on your
behalf, referring to our client or its management;
5.2 That you refrain from publishing any untrue and defamatory statements
regarding our client or its management in future;
5.3 That you refrain from registering or attempting to register as members
on our client’s discussion forum; and
5.4 That you refrain from intimidating and harassing our client’s members,
moderators, staff and management without delay.
6. Should you fail and / or refuse to comply with these reasonable demands
on or before the close of business on Thursday, 24 December 2009 our client
will have no option but to institute further legal action against yourselves;
7. Such legal action shall include, but not necessarily be limited to, the
following:
7.1 An application for an interdict in the Johannesburg High Court in order to
prevent you from further abuse of our client, its members, its staff and its
management; and
7.2 A complaint lodged with the South African Police regarding your illegal
activities.
8. Please note that you will be held liable for all costs incurred by our client in
instituting such further legal action;
9 We trust that you appreciate the serious nature of your actions and that
this matter may be resolved amicably without the need for costly further
legal action; and
10. Please refrain from any direct communications with our client and direct
all questions to the writer hereof.
Yours faithfully,
REINHARDT BUYS
Deloitte & Touche Legal
______________________________________________________________
^^ now collecting legal threats. don't delay, file yours today.
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Yesterday, 03:10 PM

#2

halicon
reloaded

i didnt get the email
Quote:

Tournaments Won: 1
Location: hello internet
Posts: 779

Should you fail and / or refuse to comply with these reasonable demands
on or before the close of business on Thursday, 24 December 2009 our
client will have no option but to institute further legal action against
yourselves;

I do not think this is the only option the client has.
the client could also publicly apologise to Debbie and myself for the way that
we were banned and misrepresented afterwards. I would gladly accept any
apology forthcoming from "mybroadband" for their unfair behaviour.
There are many ways to skin a cat. This isn't one of them.
______________________________________________________________
nm09
Last edited by halicon; Yesterday at 03:21 PM.

Yesterday, 04:15 PM

#3

Starstreak

Active Lounger

Quote:

4. Although our client is committed to freedom of expression and robust
debate, it has a legal right to protect its good name, reputation and
members from your unlawful and illegal actions;
Simon Champion!
Location: Out there ..
Posts: 575

I thought that one pretty rich. There is no such commitment, in fact they
seem to ban or sanction people with impunity for very petty reasons or ones
which are unfathomable.
Upsetting the sponsors is often the real reason.
There is also no right of appeal or hearing. RPM just ignores e-mails and
messages. IC may give you another infraction "for arguing back". And now
they want to get involved in a legal argument. Oh, give me a break. They
can't have it both ways.
"freedom of expression". (LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL LOL
x 10Million)
______________________________________________________________
I love the smell of iBS in the morning.

Yesterday, 04:21 PM

KirPlunk

#4

MyBroadband proposes to sue -... http://www.bblounge.co.za/sho...
Busy Lounger

Posts: 277

I wonder if RPM really would like to have this end up in a court...?
They ask a lot of questions, especially if this will end up in the constitutional
court - as this will prolly been seen as a matter of freedom of speech
considering the movement here and how quickly a clued up lawyer can swing
it to that tune.
Nice one.
______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Yesterday, 04:23 PM

#5

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

Defend your constitutional rights. Remove ANY untrue statements and let the
rest stand.
______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Posts: 277

Yesterday, 04:43 PM

#6

Epsilon

Busy Lounger

Posts: 241

This is a very rocky road RPM proposes to go down.
I'm sure there a tons of "defamatory and false statements" published in
the forums on myBB by members with regard to a multitude of ISP's,
other companies and persons.
PS - I am not saying in any way that any statements or posts anywhere
made by Debbie or Halicon fall into those categories.
I'm going to play devil's advocate here.
If RPM succeeds in this action, will myBB then be forced to evaluate every
post made on that forum from it's inception until present day and then
remove every post which could be construed as "defamatory and false
statements"?
A precedent will have been set by this action and then surely that would
apply?
Then where does this leave free speech?
More importantly, where does this leave a member of any forum making a
post?

Yesterday, 04:49 PM

#7

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

Quote:
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Originally Posted by Epsilon
This is a very rocky road RPM proposes to go down.

Posts: 277

I'm sure there a tons of "defamatory and false statements" published in
the forums on myBB by members with regard to a multitude of ISP's and
other companies.
PS - I am not saying in any way that any statements or posts anywhere
made by Debbie or Halicon fall into those categories.
I'm going to play devil's advocate here.
If RPM succeeds in this action, will myBB then be forced to evaluate every
post made on that forum from it's inception until present day and then
remove every post which could be construed as "defamatory and false
statements"?
A precedent will have been set by this action and then surely that would
apply?
Then where does this leave free speech?
More importantly, where does this leave a member of any forum making a
post?

I just thought Battle! when I saw the thread and made my first post.
What Epsilon says is spot on:
RPM will have to keep up with the trend he wants to set. Just because he is in
the cross fire now does not mean the Internet will come to a stand still when
he runs to a lawyer.
RPM... Dude, are you for real? Did you really get a law firm to write that
letter for you?

______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Yesterday, 07:15 PM

#8

Xarog

Busy Lounger
Posts: 204

How shortsighted.
RPM never clarified which statements he thinks are defamatory. How the
lollollollol can you guarantee freedom of speech and yet expect people to
self-censor themselves just because their claims might be offensive!?
What rubbish!
And what that prick doesn't realise is that MyBB's pockets are much
deeper than Debbie's or Hal's. That means that a counter-claim will be far
more lucrative. How many times has IC and company posted complete BS
which have unreasonably damaged Debbie's and Hal's reputations?
They're employees of MyBB. They were posting as employees of MyBB.
RPM should be worried.
Furthermore, from the MyBB T&C :
Quote:

MyADSL and/or MyBroadband shall consider the removal of material or
posts from the Forum and / or Blog if:
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6.10.1 The third party requests the removal of such material;
6.10.2 The third party clearly indicate the material / posts to be
removed;
6.10.3 The third party reasonably substantiate and / or prove the
illegal, infringing or
incorrect nature of such material / posts; and
6.10.4 The third party request to remove material is reduced to writing
and delivered
to MyADSL and/or MyBroadband.

Funny how they use one standard for themselves, and another standard
for everyone else. Hypocrites.

Yesterday, 07:44 PM

#9

toady

Beginner Lounger

I suspect there may be a wave of visitors to this site to check out the socalled defamatory remarks. Unfortunately IMO, leading to further
questions being raised on rpm's credibility....
Did he decide unaided on this path of action, or was it suggested to him
by one who has long used bullying tactics to achieve his ends?

Location: Sherwood, Durban
Posts: 21

Yesterday, 08:13 PM

#10

Epsilon

Busy Lounger

Quote:

Originally Posted by Xarog
How shortsighted.

Posts: 241

RPM never clarified which statements he thinks are defamatory. How
the lollollollol can you guarantee freedom of speech and yet expect
people to self-censor themselves just because their claims might be
offensive!? What rubbish!

Not only that, does he realize if this goes to court some very
uncomfortable questions may be asked of him and his moderators which
they will then be compelled to answer?
In addition it seems that the traditional media, and internet giants like
Digg.com just love a story about the big guy trying to strong arm Joe
Public especially when it involves "freedom of expression and robust
debate".
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Yesterday, 08:17 PM

#11

Epsilon

Busy Lounger

Quote:

Originally Posted by Xarog
...is that MyBB's pockets are much deeper than Debbie's or Hal's. That
means that a counter-claim will be far more lucrative.
Posts: 241

mybroadband.co.za Estimated Worth $524417.4 USD
http://www.websiteoutlook.com/www.mybroadband.co.za

Yesterday, 11:15 PM

#12

buzzlightyear
Beginner Lounger
Posts: 6

It has a very childish ring to it if you ask me
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Tit for tat

Today, 12:40 AM

#13

Starstreak

Active Lounger

I'm just wondering what was said that wasn't true.
______________________________________________________________
I love the smell of iBS in the morning.

Simon Champion!
Location: Out there ..
Posts: 575

Today, 08:07 AM

#14

Tamago

Busy Lounger

Location: Joburg
Posts: 367

Okay dear people, now that I've been shocked for the morning, and had to
pull myself up from the floor, it now seems we are officially United States of
America #2 here in South Africa
Nonetheless, with permission I think its time my good friend Mr. Nose
(Noseweek) gets to hear of this saga. Please let me know what you think or
yay or nay please. I think it would make a great story and expose this
bullshit once and for all, and then Rudolph cannot hide behind lawyers and
his lies and censorship.
Rudolph is now looking for a fight he will likely be losing, with costs. This
thing can get really big, and destroy MyBroadband, permanently. That is just
my opinion.
Quote:

Originally Posted by Epsilon
Not only that, does he realize if this goes to court some very
uncomfortable questions may be asked of him and his moderators which
they will then be compelled to answer?
In addition it seems that the traditional media, and internet giants like
Digg.com just love a story about the big guy trying to strong arm Joe
Public especially when it involves "freedom of expression and robust
debate".

Hence why I want to get Noseweek to hear of this. They'll just love this kind
of story and probably come to our defense.
Now to ask a fair question, I haven't been on MyBroadband for a few weeks
because of the brain donor factor and the fact that I almost got conned again
by one of their members via the classifieds. Could you please enlighten me as
to what (posts or otherwise) Rudolph is crying about now?
As for my opinion, if I am being a lollollollol or a schmuck, it is only fair that I
be slated on a forum, it seems that some people enjoy insanely absurd
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protections against criticism in this country, and I will not have any of it any
more! I have been thinking about this whole story and it is crap, seems Joe
Public's rights are being taken away rapidly.
Furthermore I have now really had it with MyBroadband, this shit just pisses
me off, and its not a good idea for me to be so pissed off at this time of the
year, I think
______________________________________________________________
Be conservative in what you send, be liberal in what you accept from others.
Jon Postel, IANA (1943-1998) RFC793

Today, 09:20 AM

#15

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

Debbie - Hal. I have had a chat with some really clued up people. They recon
you should leave your remarks on the forum and wait for an official claim to
be made.
Rudolph will have to prove that the comments/remarks and claims on this
forum are false - and this is where it will become really tricky.

Posts: 277

The only recommendation was to remove posts where he is unsulted and the
posts refers to "Rudolph Muller" without a doubt. "Insult" is also a rather
difficult concept to pinpoint on this forum - for instance, if you called his
"Stupid" when it comes to needlework, he will have to prove that he is
proficient at a needle and thread before the insult will be considered an insult
etc....
Bottom line - this is a case which will not be lost by yourself. There are a few
posts on this forum which I have come across that can be problematic, but
you will have to use your own disctretion to remove and update.
Have you obtained legal assistance? I recommend you do.
______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Today, 11:18 AM

Epsilon

Busy Lounger

Posts: 241

#16
Handling bad publicity

"
Handling bad publicity
Bad publicity is never welcome. But it's how you handle adverse
publicity that could be the making - or breaking - of your business.
Thinking it won't happen to you isn't an option. If you plan and
prepare for a crisis you'll give yourself a much better chance of limiting
the damage and staying in control of the situation. Simply being prepared
for adverse publicity can help you stop a bad story becoming a terrible
one.
If you find yourself in the spotlight, albeit for the wrong reasons, take the
opportunity to show your business in the best possible light under the
circumstances.
What to do when your business gets bad publicity
Complaints from customers, faulty products and accidents all make strong
news stories - as do any crisis affecting your industry that could give your
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firm a bad name by association.
If your firm is getting critical coverage in the media, respond
quickly, honestly and decisively. If you are in the wrong, it's vital
to own up and apologise. Never say 'no comment' - it sends the
message that you're in the wrong and suggests that you feel no remorse and the press may keep digging for dirt. Face up to the situation and you
can begin to restore the reputation of your business.
In a PR crisis, communication is the key to managing it. Keep the media,
customers, your staff and suppliers informed. Tell your side of the story
with a written statement and make sure the head of the business is
available to talk to the press and others about what went wrong and what
is being done about it.
Meanwhile, ensure that your employees do not talk to the press without
permission and field enquiries from journalists to the right person.
Remember that bad publicity can offer a chance for your business to show
how decent it is. If you apologise, make amends and explain how you're
going to do better in future, you will find that in many cases the public
will actually be very forgiving.
Prevention and planning
Planning and preparation can significantly reduce the chances of getting
bad press. Staff training is essential - your employees are ambassadors
for your firm. No matter what their job, any member of staff has the
power to enhance or ruin the reputation of your business.
Make sure your staff understand the importance of customer
service and are the living embodiment of your firm's positive
brand values. Put in place procedures for handling customer
complaints so that a small problem does not become a big
headache. Research shows that customers who are happy with the way
their complaint was handled are more likely to spread good word-ofmouth feedback.
What to do after a PR crisis
After getting bad publicity you actively need to produce some positive
PR. Now is the time to emphasise some positive stories, such as
improved practices and community involvement. Encourage your staff to
volunteer or support a charity and lead by example. At the same time,
make sure you are doing business in the most honourable way and
keeping your customers satisfied."
Source : http://www.marketingdonut.co.uk/mark...-bad-publicity

Today, 02:33 PM

#17

_kb

Casual Lounger

Don't you just love these "bully boy" tactics!

IMO there have been some far more serious transgressions from their
side.

Posts: 74

Today, 03:06 PM

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

#18

MyBroadband proposes to sue -... http://www.bblounge.co.za/sho...
So now that the monkey is out of the bottle wrt the plan rpm wishes to take
re this action going on:
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthre...01#post3466701

Posts: 277

This better stay RPM! no claims, no untruthful insults etc etc etc, just a fair
question asked.
______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Today, 03:11 PM

#19

Rustum

Busy Lounger

Invalid thread Kirplunk...
______________________________________________________________
Open Letter to iBurst Black South-Eaters Groundwork

Location: Cape Town
Posts: 139

Today, 03:11 PM

#20

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

Not even 5 minutes and it is gone???
RPM - you really do not want to sort this out do you???
______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Posts: 277
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#21

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rustum
Invalid thread Kirplunk...

Posts: 277

Today, 03:31 PM

the thread was there - but it got censored.

______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

#22

Kage

Busy Lounger

It could be due to legal ramifications.
______________________________________________________________
“The more one analyses people, the more all reasons for analysis disappear.
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Sooner or later one comes to that dreadful universal thing called human
nature.”
Oscar Wilde

Posts: 128

Today, 03:38 PM

#23

KirPlunk

Busy Lounger

Quote:

Originally Posted by Kage
It could be due to legal ramifications.

Posts: 277

Can you collaborate?
Nice to see you lurking around here!
______________________________________________________________
"Of all tyrannies a tyranny sincerely exercised for the good of its victims may
be the most oppressive." - CS. Lewis

Today, 03:44 PM

#24

Kage

Busy Lounger

Quote:

Originally Posted by KirPlunk
Can you collaborate?
Nice to see you lurking around here!

Posts: 128

I don't lurk.
I am certain that you can notice that I have a post count of more than 1 and
that I have been registered for a while.
Unfortunately work blocked BBL, I am surprised to see it enabled today.
I followed your links on mbb to here, to read up on the matter.
I am certain that I don't need to elaborate, but if you insist.
There might be legal ramifications or instructions from their lawyers
regarding discussing this in public.
EDIT:
Did you mean elaborate or collaborate?
______________________________________________________________
“The more one analyses people, the more all reasons for analysis disappear.
Sooner or later one comes to that dreadful universal thing called human
nature.”
Oscar Wilde
Last edited by Kage; Today at 03:52 PM.
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Today, 04:09 PM

#25

Epsilon

Busy Lounger

Well I'm not sure what happened to that thread but I'm assuming it got
deleted.
What was the content of it?
Quote:

Posts: 241

Originally Posted by Kage
There might be legal ramifications or instructions from their lawyers
regarding discussing this in public.

Well IF that thread was regarding this issue then there is nothing stopping
the whole of the rest of the internet discussing it is there?
If myBroadband staff and management simply opted not to comment in
the thread then the problem would solved not so?
This issue is probably as newsworthy if not more so than any other article
published on myBroadband.
I'm surprised that although "our client is committed to freedom of
expression and robust debate" this issue has not been featured on
myBroadband yet.
Maybe it has though, but got deleted?
I wonder if myBroadband keeps an accurate record of all posts and
threads that have been deleted for forensic analysis?
Last edited by Epsilon; Today at 04:16 PM.
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Bizkit87
Grandmaster

Log Out

Display Modes
#1
Join Date: Apr 2009
Location: Centurion
Posts: 1,085

Why was the MyBB vs BBLounge thread deleted???

Are we not allowed to criticize?
as from what i can see, this guy was asking what members think of ex-members 'mud-slinging' MyBB
over @ BBLounge, and how MyBB don't like to be criticized, and then the thread got deleted?
__________________
The biggest embarrassment to Afrikaners, were not Apartheid,AWB or Wouter Basson, but people like
Kurt Darren, Nicholas Louw and Juanita du Plessis.

23-12-2009, 04:12 PM

LancelotSA

Super Grandmaster

#2
Join Date: Aug 2007
Location: Stunning Africa
Posts: 8,626

I was just commenting that I thought it was an attempt to get traffic on that site.
I don't see the need for mud slinging. They are welcome to do it there if they so desire but why bring
it onto here.
__________________
This is for those anti climate change types

23-12-2009, 04:14 PM

Lycanthrope
Grandmaster

#3
Join Date: Oct 2006
Location: Cape Town
Posts: 4,689

Why was the MyBB vs BBLounge t... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...

Quote:

Originally Posted by LancelotSA
I was just commenting that I thought it was an attempt to get traffic on that site.
I don't see the need for mud slinging. They are welcome to do it there if they so desire but
why bring it onto here.

Agreed. If they're so keen to know what we think of them.. *shrug* Let them be aware.
I think MyBB should be rather flattered that it seems certain people find it so difficult to get over their
site and forum and move on with their lives.
__________________
[GNU] | [XFire]

23-12-2009, 04:14 PM

Bizkit87
Grandmaster

#4
Join Date: Apr 2009
Location: Centurion
Posts: 1,085

why then not just delete the links to their site?
from what i remember, this oke wasn't bad mouthing anyone on his post here on MyBB, but being
sincere, and asking a question.
seems he's active on both forums, see what they say over there about MyBB, and came here to ask
what we think about the allegations they made over there?
__________________
The biggest embarrassment to Afrikaners, were not Apartheid,AWB or Wouter Basson, but people like
Kurt Darren, Nicholas Louw and Juanita du Plessis.

23-12-2009, 04:17 PM

Necuno
Court Jester

#5
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: pta east
Posts: 12,661

Quote:

Originally Posted by Bizkit87
Are we not allowed to criticize?
as from what i can see, this guy was asking what members think of ex-members 'mudslinging' MyBB over @ BBLounge, and how MyBB don't like to be criticized, and then the
thread got deleted?

i wonder who's puppet nick this is
drama queen much ?
__________________
Religion brings forth mighty legions of fools, that they may call each other devils and deny the inner
nature of Things

Why was the MyBB vs BBLounge t... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
Local Web/Books/eComic/Zapiro/ZAnews

23-12-2009, 04:18 PM

#6

Kage

Join Date: Feb 2008
Location: ...here & now...
Posts: 10,183

Super Grandmaster

Bizkit...I am certain that you have read my reply in the other forum.
It is rather simple.
There might be legal ramifications or instructions to not have this discussed in public considering that
a lawers letter has been sent.
__________________
"The universe is not only queerer than we suppose, but queerer than we can suppose."
J. B. S. Haldane(British geneticist 1892-1964)
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debbie

3rd September 09 09:51 PM

MyBroadband: tracking the fraud, cover-ups, and rewriting of history
Anyone see rudolph muller engage in blatant fraud tonight?
He offered members branded gear if they pointed out spelling mistakes in his news articles. I pointed out two
egregious mistakes- mistakes which rudolph then corrected, and i asked that my prizes be sent to another
member.
A few days passed, and admin/rudolph/mods ignored all the requests about how to claim the branded gear.
Rudolph's lackey bwana then tried to cover up for rudolph and say that he thought the competition had
ended (just "out of the blue", *apparently*)..... even though bwana himself had posted a mistake in the
thread not too long ago.
Two pages of posts then questioned how can rudolph offer a competition and not deliver on his prizes. These
have all been swiftly deleted. No questions on fraudulent activity allowed!
Worse, not only did rudolph offer this competition and then not deliver the prizes as promised, he also went
back and EDITED HIS ORIGINAL POST to exclude all reference to branded gear prizes.
Going back and editing your original post to delete references to gear prizes= FRAUD.
Those with the power, rewrite history. As rudolph has rewritten history here by deleting tens of posts and
editing his original competition advertisment. Wouldn't be his first time either.
Eish, you can erase history and hope nobody notices. But you can never fool all of the people, all of the time.
Pulling a Click2Buy on your own members?!! Promising prizes and then not delivering, then deleting all
evidence? I am absolutely disgusted :(
Quote:

Originally Posted by member
I have heard from so many people about Rudolph, and how he treats the members.

debbie

3rd September 09 10:02 PM

A Mybb post by another member about to be deleted:
Quote:

Due to a quick sweep under the carpet and possible action from ASASA its good to see RPM quick on
his toes to delete all evidence that he ever offered free merchandise if mybb members made
corrections on his badly written articles.
That's called BAIT and SWITCH Mr Muller.

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...
Anyway... Nice to see your morals and actions at play... Mr Muller.
The moment you feel threatened you rewrite your forum to suit your lack of morals and of course
simply reveal your cowardice.
Anyway sorry members... Guess this went to the same place the community fund went. His pockets.

halicon

3rd September 09 10:15 PM

There is a great resource here www.kakkerlakker.com that has documented some of Rudolph Muller's
questionable actions around MyBroadBand.

King Monty

3rd September 09 10:21 PM

I got banned for pointing out a few of his shortcomings. The posts were subsequently deleted as well.

debbie

3rd September 09 10:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2433)
I got banned for pointing out a few of his shortcomings. The posts were subsequently deleted as well.
I believe so, heard this today.
Good for you kingmonty! Wear the badge with pride, I do.
I just submitted a take-down notice to ispa, with regards to the posts i made on his forum. I am sick and
tired of rudolph editing and deleting my posts as he sees fit, to carve my record as he wants it to appear.
I never gave rudolph permission to take ownership of my intellectual material, and then sell it for a profit.
Never. We call that "stealing".
The fraud he engaged in tonight was the final straw. I cannot keep quiet about what this man does.

halicon

3rd September 09 10:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2433)
I got banned for pointing out a few of his shortcomings. The posts were subsequently deleted as well.
i got banned cuz of this post i made - http://www.neuromance.co.za/2008/11/...adband-myadsl/
I am not sure what his problem is but I want everyone to know I emailed him this tonight
Quote:

i am going to join your forum over and over and over because I know my actions are not illegal. and I
will always be that moral annoying nick informing users about their rights against your company.
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you can infract me, bann me. I will be back again and again and again.
why, because you owe debbie a public apology on your forum and you have to admit you no longer
accurately represent the broadband community of south africa. you have to inform your members
mybroadband is a company and i will be sure that they treat you as such.
it dawned on me that you should be treated like a company.
so I hope you are ready for your new challenge because now that you have built a company you have
to deal with activists because it seems they are growing like a bad virus on your site
anyway have a nice evening mr muller and do get some rest ;)
anyway... he really deserves to be treated much the same way telkom gets treated.

debbie

3rd September 09 11:06 PM

And I've put a complaint to the Advertising Standards Authority, citing false advertising for a competition,
followed by fraud committed in deleting the electronic advertisement when winners were not sent their
prizes.
I love taking on companies who think they can get away with underhanded tactics.

debbie

3rd September 09 11:44 PM

email i just sent to rudolph:
Quote:

Hi rudolph,
Now you're committing blatant fraud?
I'll continue to chart your illegal activities. Actually i dont have to personally, i have a network of
people mailing me every time you do something illegal or immoral.
YOU HAVE BECOME WHAT YOU ORIGINALLY OPPOSED. A MONOPOLY WHICH DOES NOT RESPOND,
MISTREATS THEIR USERS, AND ENGAGES IN DIRTY TRICKS.
where we once stood together, you have now become everything i stand against, and just as i have
stood against injustice in the past, i will stand against the injustices, immorality, and illegal acts you
are continuing to commit.
Regards,
Debbie

King Monty

4th September 09 09:03 AM

Perhaps referring him to the lotteries and competition board would be more applicable.

debbie

4th September 09 09:18 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2439)
Perhaps referring him to the lotteries and competition board would be more applicable.
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Wait and see what the advertising association has to say, they may refer. Tx KM.

Starstreak

5th September 09 03:09 AM

There are also specific laws that apply to auctions btw.

Prometheus

6th September 09 02:07 AM

Should we start a wiki. There'll be more than enough content and contributors. :lol:

halicon

7th September 09 05:02 PM

I have given the public some much needed coverage about his actions here:
http://www.neuromance.co.za/2009/09/...-and-a-coward/

debbie

8th September 09 08:09 PM

http://survey.mybroadband.co.za/inde...=84188&lang=en
rudolph is conducting his annual survey on what consumers think. Of course, no one has access to the raw
data results except for the people who receive money directly from the very industry members this survey is
about! I challenge rudolph to make the raw data available for audit.
Another glaringly obvious rewrite of history is that rudolph has now done away with the "mybroadband
journalist of the year" award. After all, no media publication goes around giving other journalists awards ;)
Tsk tsk.

halicon

8th September 09 09:25 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 2451)
Another glaringly obvious rewrite of history is that rudolph has now done away with the
"mybroadband journalist of the year" award. After all, no media publication goes around giving other
journalists awards ;) Tsk tsk.
He suffers from denial about many things. When I questioned him on the open forum about the MyBroadband
results and them being audited, he seemed rather bemused that such results need to be audited.
The more I hear and see about this 2-bit fraudster the more I realise that anything that man generates needs
to be checked independently for accuracy and plagiarism.

Starstreak

9th September 09 12:43 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 2451)
http://survey.mybroadband.co.za/inde...=84188&lang=en
rudolph is conducting his annual survey on what consumers think. Of course, no one has access to
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the raw data results except for the people who receive money directly from the very industry
members this survey is about! I challenge rudolph to make the raw data available for audit.
Another glaringly obvious rewrite of history is that rudolph has now done away with the
"mybroadband journalist of the year" award. After all, no media publication goes around giving other
journalists awards ;) Tsk tsk.
There are rules about this too. I forget where I saw it, but I believe a survey has to be undertaken by an
'expert' in order to be published/quoted. There are some other clauses about releasing the data as well. (now
where did I see it .....)

Prometheus

9th September 09 03:08 AM

The same survey used by Vodacom for their "best broadband" ads. Of course if it ever reached the ASA there
would be no way to verify how this conclusion was reached by some broadband forum. In any case it's a
completely subjective claim.

Xarog

9th September 09 05:39 AM

I've said it before and I'll say it again.
It's time for a new site to be created which is devoted to genuine activism. One which doesn't gain any
financial benefit from the industry which its activism is targeted at.

debbie

9th September 09 10:12 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Xarog (Post 2455)
I've said it before and I'll say it again.
It's time for a new site to be created which is devoted to genuine activism. One which doesn't gain
any financial benefit from the industry which its activism is targeted at.
Hey xarog, next time don't say it, do it.

Prometheus

9th September 09 04:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Xarog (Post 2455)
I've said it before and I'll say it again.
It's time for a new site to be created which is devoted to genuine activism. One which doesn't gain
any financial benefit from the industry which its activism is targeted at.
Are we chop liver?

halicon
Quote:

9th September 09 07:14 PM
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Originally Posted by Xarog (Post 2455)
It's time for a new site to be created which is devoted to genuine activism. One which doesn't gain
any financial benefit from the industry which its activism is targeted at.
It is not whether a foundation exists or not to be an activist against something, but rather a willingness to
subject yourself to the scrutiny of the public while bringing your cause to the foreground.
In this case I am now actively and systematically going to bring to the attention to as many people as I can
of some actions of late.
As for telecoms... that's far too big of a cake for me to eat. :P

halicon

10th September 09 01:04 AM

http://www.neuromance.co.za/page1.jpg
har har har. rudolph muller from mybroadband couldn't keep his little itchy fingers off this numba as it got
deleted in a space of minutes.

Starstreak

17th September 09 05:00 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2459)
http://www.neuromance.co.za/page1.jpg
har har har. rudolph muller from mybroadband couldn't keep his little itchy fingers off this numba as
it got deleted in a space of minutes.
That's his weakness. He never could take criticism. Correction is also interpreted as criticism. He refuses to
engage in any meaningful manner as well, using bans or threats to ban as a way of deflecting opinion he
doesn't like. I'd like to meet him and give him my opinion in person!

Prometheus

17th September 09 11:05 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2467)
That's his weakness. He never could take criticism. Correction is also interpreted as criticism. He
refuses to engage in any meaningful manner as well, using bans or threats to ban as a way of
deflecting opinion he doesn't like. I'd like to meet him and give him my opinion in person!
Shall we arrange a protest at the next mybroadband conference. :crazy:
Would be hilarious if he becomes the subject of activism instead of the telecoms companies :laugh:

halicon
Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 2469)
Shall we arrange a protest at the next mybroadband conference. :crazy:

19th September 09 11:15 AM
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You have no idea how many times I have thought about that one. It would be nice to put Rudolph on the
floor where he should answer a few questions.

King Monty

5th October 09 01:50 PM

ROFL - someone posted this:
http://www.imagehost.co.za/thumb-44AA_4AC9DD6F.jpg
I managed to snap it before it was deleted :D

Starstreak

5th October 09 02:38 PM
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http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...5&postcount=14
IC is up to his tricks again.;)

Prometheus

5th October 09 07:15 PM

I think http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...2&postcount=16 just about says it all. The only people that
remain are those that make excuses. Everyone else is either gone or no longer make critical posts. The only
question I need an answer to is where are they and why are we the only ones posting here.

debbie
Quote:

10th October 09 02:55 AM
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FTC Tells Amateur Bloggers to Disclose Freebies or Be Fined
* By Ryan Singel; October 5, 2009
Gadget bloggers and Amazon.com reviewers now must disclose freebies and financial interests or face
fines up to $11,000, according to rules announced by federal regulators Monday in an attempt to
make word-of-mouth endorsements on the net easier to believe.
The Federal Trade Commission introduced the rules to prevent the net from being flooded with paidfor reviews which appear to be the work of everyday netizens, but are actually paid for with free
products. But the new rules (.pdf) are confusing, ambiguous and likely unenforceable in the real
world, given the size of the net, the sheer number of blogs and reviewers, and the difficulty of making
distinctions between media professionals and amateurs — and between sponsored posts and pure
reviews.
http://www.ioltechnology.co.za/artic...ArticleId=9614
Ethics 101.
I challenge Rudolph, again, to disclose his interests.
WRT ASASA, they mailed me and said it was not their dept (and they did not refer me).
WRT take-down notice- i have a sneaky suspicion ISPA made a deliberate decision to ignore me (and see if i
go away).

halicon

10th October 09 03:16 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2585)
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http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...5&postcount=14
IC is up to his tricks again.;)
Look at that post you have pointed out - the mere fact that someone has to write a post like that on
Rudolph's forum, that supposedly has the consumer at heart goes to show the extent of the rot Rudolph
really is.
IC is really a nobody who only gets away with his small minded and draconian perspective, because Rudolph
needs a sense of partnership even if it is really the blind bleeding the blind.
it's weird because I found this today on some comment on some article about camera's. The dude making the
comment was aiming it at someone who behaves much in the same way IC never fails too. A lollollollollollol.
Quote:

You are doing a good job of driving away people we desperately need to
encourage
I thought of IC behaviour on MYBB in the past when I read this.

King Monty

11th October 09 07:58 PM

I witnessed a little flare-up on the forum the other day when someone - can't remember the member's name,
don't think it was one of the older lot though - nominated rpm for the 'worst forumite of the week award'.
I've since noticed that all the posts (including the nomination) were deleted :D. I can only imagine ic nearly
popped a vessel while "cleaning" the thread :D
Another funny thread worth reading is this one: http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?t=196359
Interestingly, the point he [my gender assumption] is making is valid, yet he got attacked for the views... go
figure.

Prometheus

12th October 09 07:31 PM

Wonder if anyone will actually win the PS3 Slim...

Starstreak

13th October 09 04:10 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 2611)
Wonder if anyone will actually win the PS3 Slim...
Notice the people who win these things. An inordinate number are 'friends' of the boss or the sponsors.

halicon

13th October 09 06:19 PM

https://www.google.com/adplanner/sit...A&trait_type=1
if you go to the link above its interesting to see how mybroadband is losing leverage, and fast.

Prometheus

13th October 09 07:50 PM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2614)
https://www.google.com/adplanner/sit...A&trait_type=1
if you go to the link above its interesting to see how mybroadband is losing leverage, and fast.
Is it just me or does wikipedia automatically show up until you enter the site manually?

halicon

14th October 09 10:38 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 2619)
Is it just me or does wikipedia automatically show up until you enter the site manually?
I think it's just you?
If I click on the link I get taken to a Google Ad Planner page:
Here is a tinyurl - http://tinyurl.com/ygukqvc
Should look like this
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14th October 09 06:12 PM

Hmm... in hindsight maybe i wasn't clear enough. It's not wikipedia itself that shows up, it's the stats for
wikipedia. Is this happening for anybody else?
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debbie

15th October 09 05:33 PM

http://mybroadband.co.za/news/ADSL/9997.html
evolves into thishttp://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?t=197429
rpm, colouring the story to his likingQuote:

Originally Posted by rpm
I hope this clears up why we had to issue a warning to potential subscribers.
mmmmm yeah, that's what happened. er, we'll forget the original "promotive" article rudolph, this was
always all about you warning subscribers....
yeah, that's what happened....
---->waiting for the day you carry out some real journalism, all on your own.
:vomit:
"You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you cannot
fool all the people all the time." - lincoln

halicon

15th October 09 06:05 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 2637)
"You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you
cannot fool all the people all the time." - lincoln
I like that...
Quote:

Until they become conscious they will never rebel, and until after they have rebelled they cannot
become conscious - 1984 George Orwell

Starstreak

16th October 09 12:16 AM

MyBB has become very tabloid in content. Even the polls are weird.

halicon

16th October 09 01:23 PM

I have stickied this thread so it always on top. :)

toadisbanned
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2648)
I have stickied this thread so it always on top. :)

16th October 09 08:30 PM
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Much appreciated too....:D

Prometheus

16th October 09 10:57 PM

Toady is back! :D

toadisbanned

17th October 09 08:01 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 2654)
Toady is back! :D
I never left Cooked One....:joker:

Starstreak

19th October 09 12:38 AM

Did you see who won the PS3 on MyBB.
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?t=197909
Now what was I saying about rigging the winners: ....
..and who is Rodent
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...18&postcount=8
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...&postcount=134

halicon

19th October 09 10:17 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2661)
Did you see who won the PS3 on MyBB.
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?t=197909
Now what was I saying about rigging the winners: ....
..and who is Rodent
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...18&postcount=8
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...&postcount=134
he was originally the dude who started sentechsucks or something like that... then he moved to iburst (one
of the first beta testers) and was pretty vocal about how shit iburst was (especially when he heard about the
cap).
Since then he has been one of the more chilled and laid back moderators whom you never hear of because I
think he moved on.
Anyway... he is or was a myBB moderator and has been there since i can remember.
And now the lucky bastard has a ps3... i just want it for nature doccies in blu ray format. I entered the
competition as halicon on mygaming.co.za...
i bet my name came up for the ps3 and rpm the draconian, used his neptomistic powers... to ensure i
maintain my xbox360 an extra year... but then I don't blame him, I have been giving him a hard time.
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remember soon it is november :)

debbie

19th October 09 10:34 PM

TheRodent is a featured speaker at the mybb conference next month.

Starstreak

20th October 09 12:57 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2679)
he was originally the dude who started sentechsucks or something like that... then he moved to iburst
(one of the first beta testers) and was pretty vocal about how shit iburst was (especially when he
heard about the cap).
Since then he has been one of the more chilled and laid back moderators whom you never hear of
because I think he moved on.
Anyway... he is or was a myBB moderator and has been there since i can remember.
And now the lucky bastard has a ps3... i just want it for nature doccies in blu ray format. I
entered the competition as halicon on mygaming.co.za...
i bet my name came up for the ps3 and rpm the draconian, used his neptomistic powers... to ensure i
maintain my xbox360 an extra year... but then I don't blame him, I have been giving him a hard
time.
remember soon it is november :)
Is that what they call 'em now?:D

ßL∞D

20th October 09 08:42 AM

I see vodacom made a down payment again ;)
The most trusted Broadband Provider in South Africa is with no surprise vodacom

halicon

20th October 09 10:48 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ßL∞D (Post 2686)
I see vodacom made a down payment again ;)
The most trusted Broadband Provider in South Africa is with no surprise vodacom
Hi there blood. like the name. was my call sign on cod4 for a bit...
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Thread: The point of Talking Points?

27-10-2009, 12:52 PM

#63

VodacomData

Join Date: Jun 2009
Posts: 957

Vodacom Representative

Hi
Got off the phone with P&S they advised that this is still in production the release has been pushed back.
There are more services to be linked to talking points redemption as well.
Regards
VodacomData
__________________

WHAT I NEED TO HELP YOU
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Prometheus

4th November 09 05:51 AM

Pity Alexa does not give actual visitor numbers. From this it's clear that most of what is driving traffic actually
has nothing to do with the site. This confirms my theory that the old search engine model simply punts sites
that are already popular and then when people visit a site because it came up first it skews the results even
further. This ties in nicely with my earlier comment that mybb's popularity is simply a remnant of its earlier
popularity.
Besides for mybb we need a better search engine that actually gives correct results. A lot of my google
searches lately give results that do not even contain the keywords I search for but end up being there just
because they are popular websites.

ßL∞D

4th November 09 08:00 AM

Evidently neotel, iburst and vodacom are contributors to the king's treasure.

Tamago

4th November 09 08:17 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by ßL∞D (Post 2894)
Evidently neotel, iburst and vodacom are contributors to the king's treasure.
Of course they do. With the exception of Neotel (as my knowledge stands today), I believe that iBurst and
Vodacom are all "in the family" so to speak. I wasn't around when iBurps got taken over by the "family" but I
bet my balls that if I was around after that and levelled any critique I'd be history.
Oh well, as far as I know my ISP isn't being taken over yet...
This stuff makes very interesting reading. Who would like to write a whole book about this?

@AK

4th November 09 11:49 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 2895)
This stuff makes very interesting reading. Who would like to write a whole book about this?
Me. Once I've finished the other book I'm busy writing.
There's an interesting dynamic here. I was not familiar with the whole broadband activism thing, but I'm
finding out now what's happened with MyBB. It's *quite* a story.
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Just in general: I have been wondering whether this focus on this admittedly toxic forum is not counterproductive, whether one should not be looking directly at the problems with the operators etc. But I'm
beginning to think that perhaps the best way to short-circuit the whole thing would be to expose what's going
on with that site, and basically blow the whole thing wide open.
Given the overt influence of the operators on MyBB, I've decided it is an absolutely valid target. It's very
important for them to appear on that forum, I'm sure they think it's worth every penny they pay. Anything
which exposes what goes on there, and alerts the general community to the toxic nature of what's happened
on that board, is important. I say go for it.
And while I'm definitely not the person to write the whole book on MyBB, I really do want to write a book
about the politics of telecoms in SA, and MyBB will occupy a significant chapter, a whole wriggling can of
stinking worms in its very own right.

Starstreak

4th November 09 02:35 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2892)
OOOhhh it gets even better :D :D

http://mybroadband.co.za/news/Business/10308.html
I reckon rpm churned that one out himself :D
Well Mybb is a member of WASA.
http://www.wasa.co.za/
What is WASA?
WASA is the Website Association of South Africa. The organization was formed to provide a platform for
South African websites to publish their statistics and demographics.
But at one time I recall the contact address was a familiar Cara@mybroadband... They've since fixed
(*cough*) that now.:surprised:

Prometheus

4th November 09 05:22 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2898)
But at one time I recall the contact address was a familiar Cara@mybroadband... They've since fixed
(*cough*) that now.:surprised:
They can cover it up but the only way to fix it is to have it become truly independent. Isn't there a law
against someone from a company or any person with a financial interest in it also working for the company
that's auditing it, something like I don't know CONFLICT OF INTEREST

ßL∞D
Quote:

4th November 09 08:57 PM
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Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2898)
Well Mybb is a member of WASA.
http://www.wasa.co.za/
What is WASA?
WASA is the Website Association of South Africa. The organization was formed to provide a platform
for South African websites to publish their statistics and demographics.
But at one time I recall the contact address was a familiar Cara@mybroadband... They've since fixed
(*cough*) that now.:surprised:
thank you kakkerlakker
Quote:

WASA MATTER YOU?
by the Kakker: 9 Jan 2009
MyADSL Broadband News CC, the corporate entity that is Rudolph Muller's little moneyspinner and
which runs Mybroadband, makes most of its money through advertising on the site.
Making money out of web advertising is a pure numbers game. If you are happy existing on bread
and milk, any one of many, often dodgy, counting services can be used to count the hits. If you
prefer rare, juicy steak accompanied by a rare, Cape vintage, then you have to be able to
demonstrate your numbers with independently audited figures.
So far so good, if you are following along with the Kakker's story!
So, let's check out the Mybroadband advertising and numbers - after all, as a potential advertiser we
would want to see those numbers! Off to the site we go...
"There are various advertising options on MyBroadband. To find out more about these options and
advertising costs, please contact Cara at ads@myadsl.co.za ... Latest Statistics (fully audited by
WASA)"
Things are looking good! So off the Kakker goes to check out WASA. First, their "Information Manual"
as provided on the WASA site, and what do we find???
"CONTACT PERSON CARA MULLER"
Surely THAT can't be true? Surely Rudolph's little Mybroadband business is not claiming hit counts
based on an associated business? Let the Kakker check who owns the domain wasa.co.za...
"2a. registrant : MyBroadband"
"4a. admin : Muller, Rudolph"
Well yo fucking ho fucking ho! Mybroadband's "fully audited" hit counts are "audited" by the same
people who run Mybroadband! Now the Kakker understands!
No doubt Rudolph would like to tell the Kakker to "shaddupa your face", but luckily the Kakker "gotta
no respect".

halicon

4th November 09 11:33 PM

Things you should know:
1. When Rudolph first created WASA he ripped off the concept of OPA (http://www.opa.org.za/) and actually
lifted some of their content. If you do some online research and read some blogs and articles you will find a
whole circle of people who think Rudolph Muller is a dick.
2. Both these 'organisations' require you to pay an annual fee to be part of them and all I think what happens
is your stats are added to their list. MYBB belongs to OPA as well as WASA.
3. People who belong to OPA http://www.opa.org.za/members/members/
People who belong to WASA http://www.wasa.co.za/sites
All I can deduce is WASA is simply a failure on Rudolph's part and I think the possible legal action he faced
from the likes of OPA was enough to make him think twice. I mean you just need to compare the two sites to
see WASA is owned by Rudolph Muller.
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He didn't even bother with professionalism. He literally just knocked out a site hoping to make some cash...
Anyway... WASA and information being audited by WASA... I will explain how WASA audits things. Here is an
extract from their very site:
Quote:

What are the rules governing WASA?
The primary rule is: Don't cheat.
The HTML code doing the stats measurement must be placed directly above the </body> tag on each
page of the site being measured.
Seriously I shit thee not... above is WASA's professionalism and auditing standards... but you do all realise no
one online really gives a continental about WASA?

halicon

4th November 09 11:51 PM

Here is an excel spreadsheet of South African sites and their numbers.
UB stands for Unique Browsers... and if you see a PI that stands for page impressions. So you may visit a
website with one browser and view 5 pages. That translates into 1 UB visit and serving 5 PI.
You will note mybroadband.co.za actually sits at no.8 which is not bad. It's a pity its gone to corporates and
dogs. Was once a very nice place.

SKREEEECH

5th November 09 08:04 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2898)
Well Mybb is a member of WASA.
http://www.wasa.co.za/
What is WASA?
WASA is the Website Association of South Africa. The organization was formed to provide a platform
for South African websites to publish their statistics and demographics.
But at one time I recall the contact address was a familiar Cara@mybroadband... They've since fixed
(*cough*) that now.:surprised:
Look here... you can see the evidence...
http://co.za/cgi-bin/Whatelse.sh?File=wasa.2
http://co.za/cgi-bin/Whatelse.sh?File=wasa.1
Quote:

4a_admin : Muller, Rudolph
4b_admintitle : Manager
4c_admincompany : MyBroadband
4d_adminpostaladdr : PO Box 291882, Melville 2109, South Africa
4e_adminphone : 0721090444
4f_adminfax : None
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4g_adminemail : rpm@myadsl.co.za

Epsilon

5th November 09 09:19 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2858)
Rudolph Muller engages the telecoms companies to a degree where he now has a
broadband conference once a year.
when Rudolph banned Debbie from the iburst antenna thread he effectively said in his usual stony
silence when he does something immoral that he no longer cares much about the voice of the
consumer. In this case the residents whom have a problem with the iBurst antenna, they can thank
Rudolph for cutting Debbie's voice because until today Rudolph Muller has no justification as to why
he banned her in the first place.
I am sick and tired of the media purporting Rudolph as some sort of consumer watchdog.
So no... it is not just a name that is popular. It is Rudolph being a selfish coward and selling out to
the telecoms yet not admitting it.
He is no friend of the broadband community of south africa... i can assure you of that.
Well the part in bold explains a lot.

halicon

5th November 09 09:25 AM

hello new members :)

Tamago

5th November 09 09:38 AM

To those who want to write a book about this- please contact me so that I can pass on all the stuff I've
collected over the years (incl screenshots of private messages) A journo has contacted me in this regard too,
but I am reluctant to make claims in the media which could see me becoming front page news, something I
really don't want to do
You all know by now how I feel about Debbie's banning :angry: but anyway, the main thing is if you need my
help in any way, please shout. The cruch is that, I avoid that Mybb site, I rarely go there so I am not always
up to date with tracking Rudolph's cover-ups. But if I notice something I will sure let everyone know here.
Yes, their new rep is pretty much as useless/retarded/automated as Jannie was. Only ever got one answer
out of him regarding my problem with Vodacom, now I have to wait 21 days for them to send their people
out to do tests here. Pretty pathetic ne?
It is not just the rewriting of history, Rudolph has had many comments removed from independent websites,
where the hell does he get that kind of power from? I have screenshots, but the URL's are dead.
When I joined the forum in 2004, I was under the impression that Rudolph was a consumer champion and
the site's cause was to fight for the consumer. I feel really crap and let down now, knowing that my efforts
and all I did back then, was all for his own personal expansion in the end. I made a sacrifice, I sacrificed my
good contacts within Telkom to support his cause, and all in vain, today none of those contacts want anything
to do with me. At the time I thought it was for a good cause. Clearly not.
Oh and this broadband conference thing- you know I've never gone to one, because it falls always on dates
that are not convenient to me, but I digress. Of the photos I've seen of some of the conferences, it is merely
a little get-together for them to eat, drink and be merry at the ISP/SP's expense and to gloat on their little
empire. I noticed that Rudolph has expanded nicely in all directions in recent years. Must be all that cash,
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and maybe dining in fine restaurants on the tab of Vodacom and others.

Xarog

5th November 09 09:44 AM

The good old days :
http://web.archive.org/web/200410131...o.za/about.htm
Quote:

About MyADSL
When and Why?
MyADSL was formed in 2003 to serve as a source of information and a place where broadband users
can discuss issues openly and share information. In addition to serving its basic function MyADSL will
work with relevant organizations to try and improve the broadband Internet services in South Africa.
We are therefore a true South African Broadband Users Group.
What about Funding?
We are funded through private donations and are not associated to any organization or company. In
order to remain completely unbiased we are completely non-commercial and none of our owners,
admin or moderators has any commercial gain from this site. In fact, we all give our time free of
charge to ensure a good service.
Would be funny if it wasn't so sad.

Tamago

5th November 09 09:46 AM

Indeed, would be very hillarious if it wasn't so pathetically sad.

Epsilon

5th November 09 10:50 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2917)
hello new members :)
Thanks Halicon.
I would not have known about this forum had I not received that 'deleted' post from myBB via instant e-mail
notification before it was removed.
So I expect I will be a lot more active here in future. :)

King Monty

5th November 09 11:18 AM

Yeah, welcome to all thee new members indeed :)

Epsilon
Quote:

5th November 09 11:31 AM
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Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2929)
Yeah, welcome to all thee new members indeed :)
Just posted a link on my FB profile as well.
Spread the word. :)

Epsilon

5th November 09 01:05 PM

Another interesting link re. myBB censorship:
"MyBroadband starts censoring my posts about iBurst"
http://openlettertoiburst.wordpress....-about-iburst/
"I may be wrong, but I cannot help but feel that this is censorship in favour of iBurst. Apparently some
members have been complaining that I am on a crusade and I don’t add value to discussions (defending
myself, warning against iBurst). Instead of hitting the ignore function or avoiding threads started by me
(some posts were purged from my threads – what are the readers doing there if I don’t add value?) – no,
instead of hitting the ignore function, they complain. MyBroadBand.co.za, instead of telling them to use the
ignore function, purges my posts, on the basis of a really silly reason."
PS - I am NOT the author of the article.

King Monty

5th November 09 01:29 PM

@NoCensorship:
rofl ... quite liked this bit:
Quote:

He insists it’s not censorship under direction, that the mods don’t even know who advertise (!)
on MyBroadBand.co.za.
So is he implying his mods are stupid or blind or both? Everyone with seeing eyes knows who is advertising
on mybb - it is freaking plastered everywhere.
RPM - you are soon to be the subject of another facepalm!

Epsilon
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2940)
thats great ! I wonder who psy.merion was :P
Good question. ;)
MyBB search reveals the following:
Mini Statistics
Join Date22-10-2009Total Posts48Blog Entries0
Recent Visitors

5th November 09 01:41 PM
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The last 6 visitor(s) to this page were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

BTTB
Gekco
j3n0va
reedOsama
rpm
smokey

Interesting to see RPM in that list.
And no 'psy.merion' was not me.. :p

Epsilon

5th November 09 01:44 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2939)
@NoCensorship:
rofl ... quite liked this bit:
So is he implying his mods are stupid or blind or both? Everyone with seeing eyes knows who is
advertising on mybb - it is freaking plastered everywhere.
RPM - you are soon to be the subject of another facepalm!
RPM's mods do not know who is advertising on myBB??? LOL!!! :laugh:

Epsilon

5th November 09 01:46 PM

I have gotten into the habit of saving / doing screen captures of posts & pm's on myBB lately.
Here today - history rewritten tomorrow.

Tamago

5th November 09 03:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 2936)
Another interesting link re. myBB censorship:
"MyBroadband starts censoring my posts about iBurst"
http://openlettertoiburst.wordpress....-about-iburst/
"I may be wrong, but I cannot help but feel that this is censorship in favour of iBurst. Apparently
some members have been complaining that I am on a crusade and I don’t add value to discussions
(defending myself, warning against iBurst). Instead of hitting the ignore function or avoiding threads
started by me (some posts were purged from my threads – what are the readers doing there if I don’t
add value?) – no, instead of hitting the ignore function, they complain. MyBroadBand.co.za, instead
of telling them to use the ignore function, purges my posts, on the basis of a really silly reason."
PS - I am NOT the author of the article.
This is what I knew would happen :rolleyes: So I am right, once again! Gives me a warm fuzzy feeling
knowing I cancelled that crap internet service.
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As for Rudolph visiting the site, he cannot do anything, except perhaps learn from his crap and stop doing it,
but I doubt that will happen. Greed is a powerful thing. Actually I am going to use my current gripe with
Vodacom as an experiment (complete with screen captures) and see what happens :) he he he

Tamago

5th November 09 03:16 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 2944)
I have gotten into the habit of saving / doing screen captures of posts & pm's on myBB lately.
Here today - history rewritten tomorrow.
And don't forget, they snoop on PM's yet they have this ridiculous rule of banning people who reveal PM's on
the site. Makes you think there's some big schmokkel going on behind the scenes. I know for a fact Antowan,
bwana, and ic all three invaded my privacy and read a few of my PM's and used them against me in defense
of one of their little friends. I caught them, I was very clear, nobody else knew about what I discussed via PM
with someone else, the only way they could have found out was by wiretapping my PM inbox, which I believe
they did. This time, my friends, I will be screen capping all the way :). I take pleasure in exposing these
people!

Starstreak

5th November 09 03:32 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 2949)
And don't forget, they snoop on PM's yet they have this ridiculous rule of banning people who reveal
PM's on the site. Makes you think there's some big schmokkel going on behind the scenes. I know for
a fact Antowan, bwana, and ic all three invaded my privacy and read a few of my PM's and used them
against me in defense of one of their little friends. I caught them, I was very clear, nobody else knew
about what I discussed via PM with someone else, the only way they could have found out was by
wiretapping my PM inbox, which I believe they did. This time, my friends, I will be screen capping all
the way :). I take pleasure in exposing these people!
Are you sure. They would have had to load some sort of VB hack to do it. Maybe complain to the VB people.

King Monty

5th November 09 03:35 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2954)
Are you sure. They would have had to load some sort of VB hack to do it. Maybe complain to the VB
people.
Or they can just run a query against the database.

Starstreak
Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2957)
Or they can just run a query against the database.

5th November 09 03:38 PM
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Which is surely encrypted and in any case need admin powers (rpm)?

King Monty

5th November 09 03:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2958)
Which is surely encrypted and in any case need admin powers (rpm)?
I doubt it's encrypted. Anyway, found this page: http://www.vbulletin.org/forum/showthread.php?t=92815
so it won't even need to go that far

Starstreak

5th November 09 03:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2960)
I doubt it's encrypted. Anyway, found this page: http://www.vbulletin.org/forum/showthread.php?
t=92815 so it won't even need to go that far
Shocking!
So perhaps a nicely worded message (with names) on the vbulletin forum from the aggrieved would be
appropriate. RPM and co. would have registered there.

Epsilon

5th November 09 04:09 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2957)
Or they can just run a query against the database.
Yup.
I am in software dev myself.
Give me admin access to a DB and I will basically get you almost any info you want.
Generally speaking it is only the passwords for user accounts that are encrypted.

halicon

5th November 09 04:13 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2961)
Shocking!
So perhaps a nicely worded message (with names) on the vbulletin forum from the aggrieved would
be appropriate. RPM and co. would have registered there.
yes and no. If you choose to go this path it would be more advisable to follow these actions:
Quote:
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All discussion about liabillity of authors have been split from here and can continue herE:
http://www.vbulletin.org/forum/showthread.php?t=92835
Please respect the authors wish and don't polute this thread with discussions about breaking privacy
and morals.
I would be more interested to find out exactly what plugins mybb use and why.
rpm has been unethical toward me so i would not put it past him to do such things for unethical immoral
purposes.

Rustum

5th November 09 04:30 PM

Hi All, my first post.
This PM business is scary stuff. I'm glad I took my PMs at MyBB to email when I deemed them too sensitive
for prying eyes. Eek.
As my sig indicates, I am the person behind Open Letter to iBurst with my own experiences of MyBB politics.
I would greatly appreciate it if any of you would send me any material you may have related to the subject at
hand: links to threads, screencaps of deleted stuff, etc. Research continues...

King Monty

5th November 09 04:32 PM

Welcome Rustum - and all the best of luck. Please fwd me a copy of some of the stuff if you don't mind.
Would be a great source of material for my cartoon :D

Rustum

5th November 09 04:43 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2966)
Welcome Rustum - and all the best of luck. Please fwd me a copy of some of the stuff if you don't
mind. Would be a great source of material for my cartoon :D
Thanks for the welcome King Monty. I'm not sure I follow, though: send you what kind of stuff? Material I am
collecting?

Epsilon

5th November 09 04:55 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rustum (Post 2968)
Thanks for the welcome King Monty. I'm not sure I follow, though: send you what kind of stuff?
Material I am collecting?
I will second Rustum on this.
He is the author of the link(s) to an article I posted earlier.
http://openlettertoiburst.wordpress....-about-iburst/
http://openlettertoiburst.wordpress.com/
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Credibility = 100%
You can search for his posts on myBB for confirmation.

King Monty

5th November 09 08:09 PM

yeah, just the oddities you come across in your research ;)

Rustum

5th November 09 08:40 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2978)
yeah, just the oddities you come across in your research ;)
OK. Hope I can spot cartoon material.

King Monty

5th November 09 09:14 PM

:) I'm sure we'll come across more gems (like that one about the mods not knowing who advertises on the
forum...)

Epsilon

5th November 09 10:58 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2980)
:) I'm sure we'll come across more gems (like that one about the mods not knowing who advertises
on the forum...)
:lol: Yes that was a classic!

kkcheuk

5th November 09 11:18 PM

hi guys, my first post :)
RPM is a jerk! He banned me because I made a complaint about the mod. How ridiculous! If you don't want
to improve your services and cannot take a single complaint, it is no differences of a dictator! He thinks that
he is a king but sorry he is living in his own small forum but not in the real world. I'll say, he is a jerk or idiot
or whatsoever similar :D.

Epsilon

5th November 09 11:36 PM

Welcome new member :)

halicon
Quote:

Originally Posted by Rustum (Post 2965)

6th November 09 12:40 AM
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Hi All, my first post.
This PM business is scary stuff. I'm glad I took my PMs at MyBB to email when I deemed them too
sensitive for prying eyes. Eek.
As my sig indicates, I am the person behind Open Letter to iBurst with my own experiences of MyBB
politics.
I would greatly appreciate it if any of you would send me any material you may have related to the
subject at hand: links to threads, screencaps of deleted stuff, etc. Research continues...
Hey there Rustum.
Welcome to bblounge :)
I am convinced iBurst sometimes throttle their service as I am an iBurst user currently. I also happen to use
Vodacum and ADSL and I will be honest in saying that all of these services are pathetic however iburst is the
most reliable thus far.
Privacy on Mybroadband is soon to be Rudolph's next big headache.
Goodluck with your endeavour and know that you always have a forum where at least you're not gonna be
banned or wotheva for calling the admin an ass.
anyway where is the admin...

Epsilon

6th November 09 12:47 AM

Halicon I like what I am hearing here more and more.
I may disgree with you on iBurst being "the most reliable thus far".
But that is just my personal experience. (Although echoed by tons of users on the 'blue' forum).
As long as bblounge does not take the path of the 'blue' forum and sell out to the corporates this will be a
great place to visit, comment and recommend to friends.

halicon

6th November 09 01:17 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 2998)
Halicon I like what I am hearing here more and more.
I may disgree with you on iBurst being "the most reliable thus far".
But that is just my personal experience. (Although echoed by tons of users on the 'blue' forum).
As long as bblounge does not take the path of the 'blue' forum and sell out to the corporates this will
be a great place to visit, comment and recommend to friends.
Thanks...
Any place is a great place to visit as long as it does not sell out to the corporates...
When I read the post that got me banned from mybb I would write it again and again. The truth cannot be
untold. RPM sold out when he clearly decided to accept money from the Telecoms for advertising (and who
knows what else)
It should also be known I am simply a spam killer here. I dont own this place nor 'run' it. Ping does that...
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problem is Ping lives by the sea which essentially makes him the laziest admin on earth.
once bblounge was overun with spam bots...
anyway... that seems to have died out... so yeah... glad you like it.

halicon

6th November 09 01:21 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by kkcheuk (Post 2985)
hi guys, my first post :)
RPM is a jerk! He banned me because I made a complaint about the mod. How ridiculous! If you don't
want to improve your services and cannot take a single complaint, it is no differences of a dictator!
He thinks that he is a king but sorry he is living in his own small forum but not in the real world. I'll
say, he is a jerk or idiot or whatsoever similar :D.
Hi KKcheuk,
Yea... rpm can't handle criticism very well... ever since he sold his soul to Telkom he has been that way. :P
I have lost hope in RPM months ago, he is simply my new pet now. I teach him new tricks daily :)

Epsilon

6th November 09 01:28 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3000)
It should also be known I am simply a spam killer here. I dont own this place nor 'run' it. Ping does
that... problem is Ping lives by the sea which essentially makes him the laziest admin on earth..
Hey livng by the sea is underrated seriously. ;)
As a Capetonian I can attest to that.
Yes - we are laid back in general.
But the sea does that to you. ;)

Epsilon

6th November 09 01:32 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3000)
When I read the post that got me banned from mybb I would write it again and again. The truth
cannot be untold.
Not familiar with the post that got you banned.
Although it does not surprise me. (myBB bans / deletions / locked threads seem to be becoming the norm.)
Please post or pm me.

Prometheus

6th November 09 01:38 AM
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Quote:

Originally Posted by Xarog (Post 2919)
The good old days :
http://web.archive.org/web/200410131...o.za/about.htm
Would be funny if it wasn't so sad.
Oh it doesn't stop there
http://web.archive.org/web/200307241....myadsl.co.za/
Quote:

Funding
MyADSL is privately funded by ADSL users and has no affiliation with any organisation or company. It
will remain completely advertisement free and there will be no commercial gain by any of its
members, administration or founders.
Whatever happened to that commitment...
Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 2939)
@NoCensorship:
rofl ... quite liked this bit:
So is he implying his mods are stupid or blind or both? Everyone with seeing eyes knows who is
advertising on mybb - it is freaking plastered everywhere.
Opera's content blocker has done a marvelous job of removing that plaster

halicon

6th November 09 01:59 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3005)
Not familiar with the post that got you banned.
Although it does not surprise me. (myBB bans / deletions / locked threads seem to be becoming the
norm.)
Please post or pm me.
http://www.neuromance.co.za/2008/11/...adband-myadsl/
blogs are damn useful :P
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Epsilon

6th November 09 02:09 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3007)
http://www.neuromance.co.za/2008/11/...adband-myadsl/
blogs are damn useful :P
D@mn right they are.
Thanks for that link.
Another eye opener for me. (Although I am not suprised - once again myBB censors/bans anything that may
offend their advertisers)
Will spread the word and distribute as many links as possible to bblounge.

Tamago

6th November 09 08:39 AM

Howzit Rustum
Glad to see you made it here. Please drop me a mail when you get a chance please. I am still using that alias
but I will give you my proper bona fide e-mail address now that I've established trust with you.

Tamago

6th November 09 08:41 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 2954)
Are you sure. They would have had to load some sort of VB hack to do it. Maybe complain to the VB
people.
Yip. A while ago, when I had my own forum, I was able to access people's PM's using MySQL queries, it was
very easy. Not encrypted at all. In that specific case I was doing an investigation into some stuff going down.

Tamago
A classic gem, just to cheer up your Friday :D
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?t=26991
That was me getting my own back at rpm for banning me unjustly!
All I can say is, I lasted barely one post as Myadslsucks :D

6th November 09 08:46 AM
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Epsilon

6th November 09 09:07 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 3020)
A classic gem, just to cheer up your Friday :D
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?t=26991
That was me getting my own back at rpm for banning me unjustly!
All I can say is, I lasted barely one post as Myadslsucks :D
Classic! :)

Epsilon

6th November 09 09:08 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 3017)
Howzit Rustum
Glad to see you made it here. Please drop me a mail when you get a chance please. I am still using
that alias but I will give you my proper bona fide e-mail address now that I've established trust with
you.
Good on ya then ;)

Rustum

6th November 09 09:31 AM

So, who's all going to the MyBB conference? Will anyone be reporting back on it here? Hope so.

Epsilon

6th November 09 09:34 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rustum (Post 3028)
So, who's all going to the MyBB conference? Will anyone be reporting back on it here? Hope so.
Likewise - I would like to see some report back as well here if possible.

King Monty

6th November 09 09:36 AM

I was going to go... then I decided to carry on living my life...

King Monty

6th November 09 09:38 AM

Mmmmm... on the other hand, I reckon I may get quite a bit of material for facepalm from there :D
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Epsilon

6th November 09 09:41 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 3032)
Mmmmm... on the other hand, I reckon I may get quite a bit of material for facepalm from there :D
This should be good! :)

halicon

6th November 09 11:18 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rustum (Post 3028)
So, who's all going to the MyBB conference? Will anyone be reporting back on it here? Hope so.
Definitely!
If you feel someone has been unjust and unfair you should make others aware and the mybroadband
conference is the perfect opportunity to put your money where your mouth is so to speak.
i have decided to go. Mr Muller unfortunately can not ban me in real life... and I would like to take several
photos of him which I own the rights to :)
I would also like to ask him some questions in such a manner and style that he will have no option to hide
but only to answer.
If Vodacom/MyBroadband member intimidate me I will lay a charge of intimidation on whom ever.
Seriously... as Debbie said. Activism does not happen by sitting around talking. Any idiot can do that.
My issue at hand is ONLY Rudolph Muller and how he purports MyBroadBand as the SA watchdog for
broadband in South Africa. I would like a more thorough explanation of that and how this is separated from
sponsored events, sponsored connections and of course advertising revenues.
Is he honestly in the best position to act as a watchdog for us?
I think it is my right as a South Africa citizen in the new south africa to publicly ask Rudolph that as I am
asking in the interests of broadband in south africa for south africans.
I do not care about any other person or representative my issue is with myBroadband and the owner of
mybroadband.
So.. yeah I am going.

Epsilon

6th November 09 11:24 AM

Way to go halicon!
I cannot wait for the pics & your review here.
PS - Most digital cameras can record video as well without anyone watching being the wiser. ;)

halicon
Quote:

6th November 09 11:30 AM
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Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3044)
Way to go halicon!
I cannot wait for the pics & your review here.
PS - Most digital cameras can record video as well without anyone watching being the wiser. ;)
Well.. i'm not looking for publicity... nor reaction. I am really looking for answers and would like to pose a
question on neatral ground with EVERY industry player there. Its a valid question.
Is MyBroadband suitable to act as a watchdog for broadband issues and Telecoms issue in South Africa.
I have a very strong case as to why it should not as there is a clear conflict of interest happening on mybb
and not just one but many.
You need to understand, it was people like the admin of this forum, and Debbie who actually made up the
watchdog part along with MANY others. RPM has always reaped the reward and tossed out those once they
did not suit him.
I am a nobody... it shouldn't matter who I am as I am not the one purporting things in the media.

King Monty

6th November 09 11:34 AM

I may make an appearance as well... certainly will have a question or 2 to ask as well :)

Epsilon

6th November 09 11:36 AM

Agree with you 100% halicon on all points.
Just for those of us unable to attend it would be great to get some feedback.

Epsilon

6th November 09 11:37 AM

PS - Who is the admin on this forum? (Just joined recently :o)

halicon

6th November 09 11:51 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3048)
PS - Who is the admin on this forum? (Just joined recently :o)
bblounge is a sister site and the unofficial/official forum for Hellkom.
So the owner of Hellkom owns BBlounge.
and as King Monty says below... Telkom tried to sue him for I think for 2 million rand. lol.
Obviously that didn't follow through, however interestingly enough I believe RPM did not offer much help
then either.

King Monty

6th November 09 11:51 AM

Ping. He was one of the biggest thorns in Telkom's sides to date. They even tried to sue him (and lost).
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debbie

6th November 09 12:40 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3048)
PS - Who is the admin on this forum? (Just joined recently :o)
The guy who runs hellkom.
The same guy who secured rudolph muller's original appearance on carte blanche (the tv programme) in
July/August 2004 (if I am recalling my dates correctly).
The same guy who drove up MyAdsl's numbers through his popular hellkom website.
He was spat-on and trodden-over by rudolph muller in much the same manner as i was. Rudolph didn't even
pause to say "thanks for your contribution".

debbie

6th November 09 12:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3043)
Definitely!
If you feel someone has been unjust and unfair you should make others aware and the mybroadband
conference is the perfect opportunity to put your money where your mouth is so to speak.
i have decided to go. Mr Muller unfortunately can not ban me in real life... and I would like to take
several photos of him which I own the rights to :)
I would also like to ask him some questions in such a manner and style that he will have no option to
hide but only to answer.
If Vodacom/MyBroadband member intimidate me I will lay a charge of intimidation on whom ever.
Seriously... as Debbie said. Activism does not happen by sitting around talking. Any idiot can do that.
My issue at hand is ONLY Rudolph Muller and how he purports MyBroadBand as the SA watchdog for
broadband in South Africa. I would like a more thorough explanation of that and how this is separated
from sponsored events, sponsored connections and of course advertising revenues.
Is he honestly in the best position to act as a watchdog for us?
I think it is my right as a South Africa citizen in the new south africa to publicly ask Rudolph that as I
am asking in the interests of broadband in south africa for south africans.
I do not care about any other person or representative my issue is with myBroadband and the owner
of mybroadband.
So.. yeah I am going.
well said hal.
i'm not sure if i'm going to go yet.

Tamago
Quote:

6th November 09 01:18 PM
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Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3055)
The guy who runs hellkom.
The same guy who secured rudolph muller's original appearance on carte blanche (the tv programme)
in July/August 2004 (if I am recalling my dates correctly).
The same guy who drove up MyAdsl's numbers through his popular hellkom website.
He was spat-on and trodden-over by rudolph muller in much the same manner as i was. Rudolph
didn't even pause to say "thanks for your contribution".
Very sad that rpm would do that, to the people who basically got him today where he is...

halicon

6th November 09 04:50 PM

Anyone remember where RPM once made a statement about how MYBB operates today? It was probably the
most damning thing he has ever said.
He was trying to con the membership to really believing that the forum and mybb news + ad revenue side
run as two separate and independent entities?
He has also never ever publicly announced that he now earns a living from mybb. It was only several weeks
after I got banned I found out that RPM had actually been living off Mybb for a while already.
that was a complete and utter shell shock to me.
He has always allowed the premise that he 'struggles' to maintain the site. At least I always saw it as that.
TO think I actually once respected and helped that pimple on the ass end of an std infected winky.
grr.

Prometheus

6th November 09 05:48 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 2998)
Halicon I like what I am hearing here more and more.
I may disgree with you on iBurst being "the most reliable thus far".
But that is just my personal experience. (Although echoed by tons of users on the 'blue' forum).
As long as bblounge does not take the path of the 'blue' forum and sell out to the corporates this will
be a great place to visit, comment and recommend to friends.
I have seen many comments over the years and from what I can gather that apart from the few that really
have k@k service they are all the same. It's just luck of the draw whether you have a good or a bad
connection most of the time and conditions can even change for you in the future. Now customer service is a
whole other matter...

Prometheus

6th November 09 07:41 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 3059)
Very sad that rpm would do that, to the people who basically got him today where he is...
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Gives a clear indication of the guy's character. What I haven't been able to figure out yet was if this was
always his plan or if he's just taking advantage of what fell into his lap. I don't want to blow my own horn but
I'd like to think my 4,384 posts played at least a small part in getting him where he is. Just came across
nocilah's profile. Joined 02-09-2004 with 8,503 posts. Another head on rpm's stick. So we have all been
taken advantage of. Thing is I don't wish anybody direct harm in life and I actually feel sad for people like
this. Must be a really empty life if you chew up and spit out your friends like that. However life does catch up
to a person and sometimes it's not very pretty.

PeeVee

6th November 09 08:36 PM

I am shell shocked
Ok,
So going through the posts from last night, a lot has been cleared up for me.
I have been wondering what had happened to MAD but thought that he had just disappeared into the nether
worlds, having fought his fight.
I take it that his demise on MyBB has also been censored and the incident removed like with Halicon and
Debbie.
I only found out about the Debbie and Halicon incident as I had returned from north of our borders and it was
HOT news, primarily by older subscribers asking what had happened. And even then the impression I got was
that Halicon had gone on a rampage against new recruits and the post-whorish attitudes, followed by Debbie
doing the same after Halicon got banned.
I've read Halicon's Blog and It seems that I was very much mistaken with my impression.
As mentioned in my 1st post, after the calimaco, think that was the name, cover-up, I basically stopped
posting in MyBB except to really assist people with questions in the fields I specialise in, being Govenance
and IT Process.
And that brings me to a point that may be worth exploring.
From a Governance perspective, the electronic records of any enterprise is supposed to be secured and
retained as they are official and legal records. I am not sure what the situation is though with Bulletin boards,
but I would presume that posts etc. are also legal records and cannot be willy-nilly expunged, or am I wrong.
Do we have a lawyer on these forums who can comment?

ßL∞D

7th November 09 12:00 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by PeeVee (Post 3114)
Do we have a lawyer on these forums who can comment?
no comment :joker:

King Monty

7th November 09 01:41 AM

@PeeVee: although some posts can be used as substantiating evidence in certain matters (for example, if
someone is having an affair, and posts about such affair on a forum, these posts may be used to support
evidence of the affair in divorce proceedings where ante-nuptial conditions have been breached). In these
matters, the documented information is valid as long as they remain in the public domain on such a forum or
if the owners of the forum can make such information available if required by a legal entity such as a court.
Naturally, the terms and conditions of use when using an online service relinquishes the "user" of certain
rights to information provided by that "user" - this is part of the TOC when using a website for example.
However, under SA law this remains largely untested and a test case will likely come along at some point that
will test the validity of the TOC as a whole or even certain aspects thereof. One particular area of concern is
in regards to clauses along the lines of "these terms and conditions may change without prior notice". That,
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most legal minds would agree, renders the TOC unlawful anyway.
On a final point, auditing requirements by auditing firms may impose certain requirements on website
owners. Depending on the nature of the website, this may include anything from full record maintenance and
storage to general usage logging. Also depending on the type of business, a court may issue a subpoena for
information that it may reasonably assume the website owners to store full records of.
So, to summarise: online communications may very well be used in legal situations, however, such
communications is not necessarily required to remain in the original location (such as on an online forum).
The removal of information is, for the most part, entirely at the discretion of the owners or administrators, as
long as compliance to the law or accounting requirements are adhered to.

PeeVee

7th November 09 02:45 AM

Thanks for the clarification
@King_Monty
Thanks for the clarification,
but surely where a record is amended and the amended record is presented as the original, there is recourse
in the law.
What I'm talking about here is where it has been alleged that a moderator changed the original post to say
something different without a disclaimer that it has been modified and is not the view of the original poster.
What this means is that anyone (with admin or possibly mod privileges) can change a post to mean
something totally different, thereby "putting words in the mouth" of the original poster. Without a record of
such changes it would be very hard to prove which version is actually the truth should it come to that.
From a governance and legislative perspective the law is very clear as far as financial transactions go. Any
changes must be duly recorded and these records kept, this applies to electronic communication (i.e. bits &
bytes), paper as well as voice recordings.
I would have thought that this would also apply to public forums as well. The T&C should only cover what is
allowed and what not.
I know that Debbie requested the removal of her IP from MyBB and that the T&C was used as the reason why
RPM refused, and he was quite right in that. The T&C effectively says that you cede your right to any IP in
what you post.
I don't know, I may be wrong and I may be barking up the wrong tree. I'm no lawyer but surely when one
opens a public forum there are certain rules that one has to abide by.

Epsilon

7th November 09 03:17 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by PeeVee (Post 3125)
What I'm talking about here is where it has been alleged that a moderator changed the original post
to say something different without a disclaimer that it has been modified and is not the view of the
original poster.
Would the same apply to a thread/topic in which posts have been deleted?
With no disclaimer?

PeeVee
Quote:

7th November 09 06:45 AM
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Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3126)
Would the same apply to a thread/topic in which posts have been deleted?
With no disclaimer?
That is also what I am asking.
I am not sure what the situation is within public forums, but say for example you apply for a loan. The
application itself has to be retained for a period of time. In the case of an unsuccessful application for a
period of twelve months and for a successful one for the duration of the loan plus five years (used to be
seven) (The actual document may be scanned and then destroyed while the scanned image is then retained)
I have recently been responsible for setting up a generic call center and the issue of securing and retaining
the voice recordings was the one that that gave us the most headaches.
What really irks me is that deleting threads and posts destroys the record as well.
I have won arguments with service providers (Nashua Mobile and Ned Insure) because I recorded the
conversation and they didn't retain their recording.
Once again, maybe I'm trying to overlay the rules of a strictly controlled environment (financial and
Government) with that of a loosely defined environment.
I don't know what the law says about public forums but it may be worthwhile investigating.
Can you imagine that instead of a take-down notice a put-up notice is issued to restore the posts.:laugh:

Epsilon

7th November 09 08:36 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by PeeVee (Post 3127)
What really irks me is that deleting threads and posts destroys the record as well.
Can you imagine that instead of a take-down notice a put-up notice is issued to restore the
posts.:laugh:
Put-up notice FTW!

halicon

7th November 09 09:48 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by PeeVee (Post 3127)
I don't know what the law says about public forums but it may be worthwhile investigating.
Essentially MyBB is not a public service. In order to participate with MyBB you need to become a member and
agree to a certain set of rules.
These rules have since changed when I first joined when ever it was.
The posts you make on Mybb, are actually the property of RPM has he has explicitly stated in his email with
regard to a take down notice sent to him.
There are so many issues wrong with this current behaviour and statement which I just dont get.
When RPM was threatened with a take down noticed over the whole banking competition commission thing
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he was so willing to oblige.
Makes you think... what is his agenda by not allowing banned members deleting their posts or 'private'
messages for that matter?
makes you think doesn't it?

King Monty

7th November 09 11:13 AM

@PeeVee: amendments to information are to be recorded with a full audit trail present. If RPM, for example,
were to be subpoenaed for these records, he will likely have to refer to the backups to find the original and
present them along with the original as well as the server logs. In this case, the logs are key, and if the logs
are properly recorded and maintained (i.e with no human interference) then the owners can land in a lot of
hot water.
Unfortunately in SA there is no legal precedent in this situation, and as such no solid rules apart from certain
access to information requirements.

King Monty

7th November 09 11:18 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by PeeVee (Post 3127)
That is also what I am asking.
I am not sure what the situation is within public forums, but say for example you apply for a loan.
The application itself has to be retained for a period of time. In the case of an unsuccessful
application for a period of twelve months and for a successful one for the duration of the loan plus
five years (used to be seven) (The actual document may be scanned and then destroyed while the
scanned image is then retained)
I have recently been responsible for setting up a generic call center and the issue of securing and
retaining the voice recordings was the one that that gave us the most headaches.
What really irks me is that deleting threads and posts destroys the record as well.
I have won arguments with service providers (Nashua Mobile and Ned Insure) because I recorded the
conversation and they didn't retain their recording.
Once again, maybe I'm trying to overlay the rules of a strictly controlled environment (financial and
Government) with that of a loosely defined environment.
I don't know what the law says about public forums but it may be worthwhile investigating.
Can you imagine that instead of a take-down notice a put-up notice is issued to restore the
posts.:laugh:
Remember that in the case of financial institutions stringent regulatory requirements are supposed to be
adhered to. In the case of a public forum not governed by such regulations, the disclaimers presented in the
TOC are the only legal emphasis that may be enforced - provided that such disclaimer does not contradict
any law or act.

King Monty

7th November 09 11:27 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3132)
Essentially MyBB is not a public service. In order to participate with MyBB you need to become a
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member and agree to a certain set of rules.
These rules have since changed when I first joined when ever it was.
The posts you make on Mybb, are actually the property of RPM has he has explicitly stated in his
email with regard to a take down notice sent to him.
There are so many issues wrong with this current behaviour and statement which I just dont get.
When RPM was threatened with a take down noticed over the whole banking competition commission
thing he was so willing to oblige.
Makes you think... what is his agenda by not allowing banned members deleting their posts or
'private' messages for that matter?
makes you think doesn't it?
That is exactly what I was talking about where a test case is going to come along at some point - not just in
South Africa, but indeed internationally as well. Some companies are expecting this to be accommodated in
the law soon (in legal terms that means 2 to 3 years). Google, for example, have already pre-empted these
potential changes by instituting a notification system that notifies their clients when their TOCs are changing.
South Africa is still quite some way behind though.

PeeVee

7th November 09 02:59 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3132)
Essentially MyBB is not a public service. In order to participate with MyBB you need to become a
member and agree to a certain set of rules.
Agreed, but by allowing non-members full browse capability it is in fact a de-facto public forum.
Agreed that you have to register to be able to post or respond to posts but the mere fact that anyone can
browse and view posts puts it in the realm of the general public.
Anyway, as I said from the start, I may be and probably am barking up the wrong tree with this line of
thought.
Thanks for your input and insight King_Monty.
PS. And I presume that RPM has covered his B(ass)es by maintaining stringent logs of all changes.
As for the compliance with the Banking Commission thing. The Banks involved have a lot of money that they
could tie MyBB in litigation for such a long time (and have a cease operation order in effect) that it probably
was a prudent choice.
While not saying it is the case, they could even have bought the removal of the posts.
Agreed on the test case scenario before proper legislation is put in place. Hope it happens soon.
Anyway, I needed to bounce this line of thought off fellow forumites and I know that if I raised this at MyBB
the post whores would have had a field day with thread high-jacks and other nonsensical comments by the
new generation there.
Once again I thank you for your patience and insight.

Prometheus

7th November 09 06:30 PM
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Financial institutions have to adhere to a different set of standards for financial transactions. It does involve
people's money afterall. For a public forum it is a different matter altogether. I'm not a lawyer but I would
guess all that applies in this case is copyright apart from such things as slander or false accusations.
The TOC agreed to when signing up gives him copyright to the posts. I don't think it changes your copyright
status if you want to reuse anything you said somewhere else but you can't demand something removed
unless it is on another legal basis. As much as I hate it he is right that he does not have to remove Debbie's
posts and he made the right call when it comes to ensuring thread continuity. Usually though you allow a
banned member removal of posts with identifiable or sensitive information.
Since it's his property he can remove anything unless it is deemed evidence in a pending case. But with the
mods having the ability to edit a post without it showing I don't think it can be used anyway.
As for the banking thing he was just avoiding all the hassle and interim losses that can come from litigation
issues and here it actually counted against him that the site is locally hosted and operated.
My 5 cents

King Monty

7th November 09 07:09 PM

@Promutheus: spot on regarding the TOC... The only problem is that Debbie likely joined mybb when their
terms and conditions were not covering posts as it is today. I know when I joined the TOC was generic and
undeveloped. So there is a potential legal conflict that may be explored there, but it's almost impossible to
prove without some kind of investigation. That pesky little clause "these TOCs are subject to change without
notice" really needs to be evaluated in a court at some point. Till then the room for abuse is there - at the
very expense of the visitors to those websites.

PeeVee

7th November 09 07:33 PM

Hi Prometheus,
It's not only financial institutions that are bound by these rules. They are probably just the most litigated.
Most industries are responsible, accountable and liable for the records they have and hold.
One gets to realise just what the extent of these responsibilities are on the custodians (i.e Director's, owners)
when you do work in the Governance disciplines.
Anyway, knowing what I do about the requirements it just irks me to see posts change and disappear
seemingly without consequence.
That is what King_Monty and I were talking about a test case before specific legislation will be drafted to
regulate it. Unfortunately, bringing a test case before the courts is very expensive and time consuming and
lawyers are either made or broken by cases such as these.
I agree about the Banking thing that RPM probably just took the "path of least resistance" and removed it
from the forums, and the fact that the website is hosted locally meant that they (the banks) could have
brought pressure to bear on the hosting company to take the site off-line. If I recall Hellkom had to shift the
hosting beyond our borders due to pressure (or the threat of pressure) on the hosting companies from
Telkom.
My hat off to the person who then posted the information on leak-a-pedia. I know that the Banks and even
the compcom tried unsuccessfully to get the info removed from that site but were given the middle finger.
:DBy the way, I don't normally do the long post thingy, but this has been a very interesting discussion on my
part. As mentioned in a previous post, it's been nice to have this discussion with fellow forumites as it's been
on my mind for a long time.
/wanders off to see if Halicon has found his lesbians yet

Prometheus
Quote:

7th November 09 07:52 PM
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Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 3173)
@Promutheus: spot on regarding the TOC... The only problem is that Debbie likely joined mybb when
their terms and conditions were not covering posts as it is today. I know when I joined the TOC was
generic and undeveloped. So there is a potential legal conflict that may be explored there, but it's
almost impossible to prove without some kind of investigation. That pesky little clause "these TOCs
are subject to change without notice" really needs to be evaluated in a court at some point. Till then
the room for abuse is there - at the very expense of the visitors to those websites.
It would depend on what they were when she posted it, I don't think he can change the TOCs on posts made
under a different TOC. As for the "these terms and conditions are subject to change without notice", I have a
problem with clauses like these in general as they essentially render a contract null and void without recourse
which is illegal but it would require someone to make a case first.
Quote:

Originally Posted by PeeVee (Post 3175)
It's not only financial institutions that are bound by these rules. They are probably just the most
litigated.
Most industries are responsible, accountable and liable for the records they have and hold.
Yes but they refer specifically to financial transactions and not to ordinary published material which I think
this will be deemed to be.

debbie

7th November 09 08:06 PM

PeeVee, kingmonty, prom, I think there is a case to be made for my privacy.
If i got banned off facebook, does facebook have the right to keep my profile up? Do they have the right to
keep my pictures up and say they own them? Does facebook have the right to edit what I have said on my
facebook page and leave no trace of their having edited it?
Rudolph wants to dismiss my claim on the basis that I can't argue privacy since i posted the info myself.
That's a very static view of what constitutes privacy.... privacy is clearly more fluid, and privacy needs are
fluid. If they weren't, then rudolph would never have to delete any of his own posts (which he does
regularly).

halicon

7th November 09 09:03 PM

i like lesbians

Prometheus

8th November 09 03:25 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3181)
PeeVee, kingmonty, prom, I think there is a case to be made for my privacy.
If i got banned off facebook, does facebook have the right to keep my profile up? Do they have the
right to keep my pictures up and say they own them? Does facebook have the right to edit what I
have said on my facebook page and leave no trace of their having edited it?
Rudolph wants to dismiss my claim on the basis that I can't argue privacy since i posted the info
myself. That's a very static view of what constitutes privacy.... privacy is clearly more fluid, and
privacy needs are fluid. If they weren't, then rudolph would never have to delete any of his own posts
(which he does regularly).
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I'm afraid in this case he is right. When you make a post you do so knowing that everybody can read it. My
question is exactly what do you want removed? Is it several posts where you had a lapse in judgement at the
time or all of them?
As I said usually as a courtesy people are allowed to remove personal identifiable or other sensitive
information. Unfortunately either the software or the people who do the bans don't allow even viewing the
forum as a banned member which is somewhat strange as anybody can just log out and continue. What I
also find annoying is that posts cannot be removed from locked threads. There may be a reason for this like
preserving evidence but in most cases locked threads contain things said in anger that someone might want
to later remove. Maybe you should bring the issue to the vBulletin developers' attention instead.
If you are concerned he can edit your posts to misrepresent them that is another matter. The agreement
gives him the right to remove content if it is deemed to be attacking another user or infringe upon someone's
rights. He does not have the right to add to them so it appears like you said something you didn't. In certain
cases removal can also be seen as misrepresentation, for instance if you clarified or retracted an earlier
statement but the clarification is removed and the original comment left intact.
Keep in mind that google's cache can sometimes store things for years and depending on what you want to
achieve can either help or hinder you.

debbie

8th November 09 12:02 PM

Prom there is an argument to be made for privacy.
For example, in the "old days" rudolph muller had some nasty things to say on the forum about certain
people in the industry. Then after he became facebook friends with them he went back and deleted his
comments. His reason for deleting them goes back to reasons of privacy.
i think i have a case here. I may not have the money to ultimately have a court tell me i am correct; but i am
nevertheless convinced of the moral AND legal superiority of my position.
Question to ponder- if you got banned off facebook for no reason, do you think you do not have a right to
change, for example, your listed religious status?

Prometheus

8th November 09 03:05 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by gekco
"this thread is located at:
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthre...6&goto=newpost
here is the message that has just been posted:
***************
as mentioned this thread carried on here - http://www.bblounge.co.za/showthread.php?t=840
unfortunately rudolph muller will ban activism against the mast as he has already demonstrated.
This is because:
He is friends with the ceo of jannie v zyl he relies on advertising revenue from this site he gets kick
backs from all the telco's
he reads your pm"s and i am sure has no problem sharing anything interesting with at least his one
good friend.
This site has no privacy policy and rudolph's ethics and how he handles moral dilema's is as
disgusting as iburst and some iburst employees have demonstrated on this thread.
http://www.bblounge.co.za/showthread.php?t=840
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of course this will be deleted... Erased... And things will return back to normal here. What is normal.
Rudolph facilitating the telco's raping you in the ass by sharing his web data mining with them and his
media houses.
He will deny.... By remember remember when he said he would never surrender?
Where is that man now except behind cowardice and lies.
Bye!
***************
"
..

Prometheus

8th November 09 03:22 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3194)
Prom there is an argument to be made for privacy.
For example, in the "old days" rudolph muller had some nasty things to say on the forum about
certain people in the industry. Then after he became facebook friends with them he went back and
deleted his comments. His reason for deleting them goes back to reasons of privacy.
However, i think i have a case here. I may not have the money to ultimately have a court tell me i am
correct; but i am nevertheless convinced of the moral AND legal superiority of my position.
Question to ponder- if you got banned off facebook for no reason, do you think you do not have a
right to change, for example, your listed religious status?
Well as I said usually you are allowed to remove personal info or what usually happens is your profile is
deleted. Heck, even that cesspool of human rights violations wikipedia allows the right to disappear where
reasonably possible for both banned and non-banned users. As I said perhaps this is something you should
raise with vBulletin as an implementation issue.
In regards to your posts, if it is a few posts you want deleted you could argue as he deleted some of them
that he altered your conversation. If you want it all deleted I'm afraid that would be a tough sell but as I said
raise the issue with them as their implementation allows their software to be used in an illegal one sided
manner.

Epsilon
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3187)

8th November 09 04:28 PM
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@ halicon
I am not sure I follow you 100% in this instance.
Not only have you take it upon yourself to publish my private registered e-mail address on that forum... not
to mention a couple of other things..
Now if the mods and/or RPM wanted to go after me they have all the ammunition in hand.
Maybe this was just a mis-communication?

halicon

8th November 09 04:42 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3208)
@ halicon
I am not sure I follow you 100% in this instance.
Not only have you take it upon yourself to publish my private registered e-mail address on that
forum... not to mention a couple of other things..
Now if the mods and/or RPM wanted to go after me they have all the ammunition in hand.
Maybe this was just a mis-communication?
Whoa... whatever you see on that screen is a consequence of cookies and stuff on your browser. Everyone
will see something different based on their private info on their machine. I will see halicon[at]gmail.com
( beware the spam bots ) in the email field
I have no idea what that screen reflects your computer but I can assure you that is private information only
being prepopulated by your browser on your machine. On my side all the fields are blank and I have no idea
what your email is?
Delete your cookies... or look at the same post on a browser you do not use and you will see what I mean.
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Trust me I have no interest in your identity on Mybb or to be frank IRL and if I knew that information I would
not go posting it on any forum for any reason....
... unless of course there were lesbians involved
:P

Epsilon

8th November 09 04:55 PM

@halicon
In that case I apologize unreservedly, if that is indeed the case.
My mistake then sorry.:o
Plz supply more info re. 'lesbians' though;:p
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halicon

8th November 09 05:00 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3212)
@halicon
In that case I apologize unreservedly, if that is indeed the case.
My mistake then sorry.:o
no problem... i assure i would NEVER do that! in my position it is best not to know anyone's names on this
forum in real life or on the sponsored forum.
Quote:

Plz supply more info re. 'lesbians' though;:p
All I can tell you about lesbians is ensure you always poke enough holes in the box so that they can breath if
you plan an export/import business. The rest is strictly confidential.

Prometheus

8th November 09 06:07 PM

Mine gives my own user name and email so it's exactly as Halicon said. It probably means you are still logged
in on that site.
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3213)
All I can tell you about lesbians is ensure you always poke enough holes in the box so that they can
breath if you plan an export/import business. The rest is strictly confidential.
A little human trafficking business on the sidelines going on here? :joker:

halicon
Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 3220)
.
A little human trafficking business on the sidelines going on here? :joker:

8th November 09 06:17 PM
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ew... no!
besides... the Beijing episode was an accident. i honoestly never knew they had hid themselves in my
luggage.

Prometheus

8th November 09 11:35 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3222)
ew... no!
besides... the Beijing episode was an accident. i honoestly never knew they had hid themselves in my
luggage.
That's what they always say... :rolleyes:

Epsilon

9th November 09 11:06 AM

Banned!!!
Ok, I guess I should have seen this coming:
"MyBroadband Message
You have been banned for the following reason:
No reason was specified.
Date the ban will be lifted: Never"

King Monty

9th November 09 11:12 AM

rofl. I guess posting my comic there was a big no no :D

debbie
Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3250)
Ok, I guess I should have seen this coming:
"MyBroadband Message
You have been banned for the following reason:
No reason was specified.
Date the ban will be lifted: Never"

I saved the page yesterday ago as "<your mybb nick> gets banned" :D
welcome to the club, wear it as a badge of honor!

9th November 09 11:59 AM
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Epsilon

9th November 09 12:34 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3254)
I saved the page yesterday ago as "<your mybb nick> gets banned" :D
welcome to the club, wear it as a badge of honor!
Thanks Debbie - I'll definitely be wearing this as a badge of honor. ;)
With over 800+ posts by myself on myBB and now this!
"You have been banned for the following reason:
No reason was specified.
Date the ban will be lifted: Never"
The above incident only echoes end strengthens what has been stated on this forum by other members.
There were also posts deleted on that specific thread/forum as usual.
But that also seems to be normal there.

Epsilon

9th November 09 12:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by King Monty (Post 3251)
rofl. I guess posting my comic there was a big no no :D
Some people just have no sense of humor on myBB.:p:lol:

debbie

9th November 09 12:39 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3256)
Thanks Debbie - I'll definitely be wearing this as a badge of honor. ;)
With over 800+ posts by myself on myBB and now this!
"You have been banned for the following reason:
No reason was specified.
Date the ban will be lifted: Never"
The above incident only echoes end strengthens what has been stated on this forum by other
members.
There were also posts deleted on that specific thread/forum as usual.
But that also seems to be normal there.
Yeah, i had over 5000 posts and nearly four years, and i wasn't even worthy of a single infraction! It was just
"BAM! BANNED" for me, with no reason, no dialogue, nothing.
rpm/mybb had changed so drastically that i became a threat to them.
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halicon

9th November 09 12:40 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3256)
Thanks Debbie - I'll definitely be wearing this as a badge of honor. ;)
With over 800+ posts by myself on myBB and now this!
"You have been banned for the following reason:
No reason was specified.
Date the ban will be lifted: Never"
I am so used to that now...

halicon

9th November 09 12:40 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3258)
Yeah, i had over 5000 posts and nearly four years, and i wasn't even worthy of a single infraction! It
was just "BAM! BANNED" for me, with no reason, no dialogue, nothing.
Oh... I am also used to that as well...

Epsilon

9th November 09 01:05 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3258)
And i wasn't even worthy of a single infraction! It was just "BAM! BANNED" for me, with no reason,
no dialogue, nothing.
rpm/mybb had changed so drastically that i became a threat to them.
Same here, no infractions, no dialogue, nothing from myBB.
BAM - BANNED - No explanation given.
PS - The vast majority of my posts were accumulated in the 'ADSL', 'ADSL IP's', 'iBurst' & 'Broadband & IT
News Articles' sections.
I very rarely visited 'off topic' so most of these posts were valid questions and/or responses.
I also tried my best to assist other users with queries that they may have.

Tamago

9th November 09 01:29 PM

Well, the last time I was banned, I had no warnings either, my infraction count was zero. No explanation
given either, they also tried to hide the fact that I was banned :vomit: a lot of people left the forum with me
that time and they even went and banned Erik Winterberg (the "tighten your belt" chap known as Skinner)
As Debbie (whom I have great respect for) knows, back in the day when I got nailed the first time, I went
and caused a bit of ca-ca on the forums when I was bored. I am revealing those usernames and posts here,
as I remember them, for us all (including me) to laugh about. I did learn a lot though, that people are so
delusional in South Africa that they will support a forum like that, even though people in the know are
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warning them to be careful.
But what I have experienced there is no laughing matter, especially what happened last year with them
snooping on my PM's and using that against me in stuff that had jack-all do to with rpm or anything relating
to his forum, except rooting out undesirable members. I discussed another forum member in private, with
someone else. They copied my PM to him (which he swears he never told anyone about) to the person we
were talking about. From him I got an American Style threat, which I reported to the mods who did nothing
but laugh, I will never forget how Antowan handled that one, he just laughed, complete with emoticon. As for
the guy who threatened me, he is a nutjob I have had problems with going waaay back to 1999 in the anime
scene in South Africa. He is so pro-America he thinks their law applies here, but he is just another delusional
otaku with a grudge because I took responsibility and banned him off Vurtspace Forums in January 2003 for
doing the same thing he is doing on myBB- spamming with his pro-American and pro-japan news.
As in your case NoCensorship, a lot of people enjoyed my company and felt I contributed to the forum.. all of
that stuff, which I am finding, is valued here, means didly squat on MyBB.

Epsilon

9th November 09 01:40 PM

When I started posting here the 'paranoid' part of myself decided to delete all my pm's on myBB.
I had a feeling this may happen.
Also, as far as I can remember myBB has some rule re. pm's being PRIVATE and not being allowed to be
used/quoted in any post/context.
From reading your post this does not seem to apply to mods/myBB staff though...

Tamago

9th November 09 03:25 PM

You are well advised to do so. I also thought I was being paranoid until the above-mentioned incident. The
mods do seem to read through PM's.
As you know, rules on MyBB do not apply to the man, his moderators, and to some select few
And, as someone mentioned earlier, there is no sense of humour at all on MyBB, as my attempt late last
year, to introduce people to DJ Ossewa, demonstrated :joker:

Starstreak

9th November 09 03:57 PM

http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...&postcount=187
Quote:

pop.con pop.con is online now
Member
Join Date: Nov 2009
Posts: 12
Default
excuse me but why was my post deleted.
Is it OKAY that a VC representative can call me a liar?
Looks like the Vodacom rep is coming under fire from members.

Starstreak
Quote:

9th November 09 04:08 PM
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Unread 09-11-2009, 04:02 PM
pop.con pop.con is online now
Member
Join Date: Nov 2009
Posts: 13
Default
Interesting...
thanks VodacomData.
Youe help was not really helpful. But thanks anyway.
I will be sure to pop by www.vodacom.co.za for my answers.
Seems can't get a straight answer here without being censored.
Another head for the pot (pop)..:joker:

King Monty

9th November 09 04:15 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 3279)
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...&postcount=187

Looks like the Vodacom rep is coming under fire from members.
lol. Invalid post. Didn't take them long at all...

Rustum

9th November 09 04:16 PM

Gawd, it seems more and more like a desperate little tinpot dictatorship...

Tamago

9th November 09 04:45 PM

Indeed,
Oh dear, I missed the thread deletion... although I admittedly was watching other threads I posted in, and
printing them to PDF each time I added something

Epsilon

9th November 09 04:59 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 3285)
Indeed,
Oh dear, I missed the thread deletion... although I admittedly was watching other threads I posted
in, and printing them to PDF each time I added something
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Is there not some regulation pertaining to the retention of information posted on public web sites for s set
period of time? I seem to recall something regarding that especially with regards to sites publishing 'news'
content...

halicon

9th November 09 05:16 PM

wow I am so out of touch... i never knew morkhans was a moderator? and the one who moderates vodacom
thread? does morkhans work for vodacom?

Prometheus

9th November 09 06:06 PM

Halicon, I am really tempted to consider your idea at this point.

halicon

9th November 09 06:43 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 3294)
Halicon, I am really tempted to consider your idea at this point.
eh?
i'm confused?

Prometheus

9th November 09 07:30 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3298)
eh?
i'm confused?
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 2902)
I banned someone recently for trying to sell viagra again. they're like these really fuzzy-logic spambot things. I want a few that say a few other things released on mybb to keep the master chef busy...
or the chef's bus boys.
Need I say more?

Starstreak

9th November 09 08:13 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3290)
wow I am so out of touch... i never knew morkhans was a moderator? and the one who moderates
vodacom thread? does morkhans work for vodacom?
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He will never admit it, but I believe it is so.

halicon

9th November 09 08:14 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 3308)
He will never admit it, but I believe it is so.
okay... comes across as VC employee... but that dude must be paid to mod that area.

halicon

9th November 09 08:56 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 3306)
Need I say more?
There are more mods on mybb then you would imagine... seriously... im convinced there are undercover
mods :icon_eek:

Prometheus

9th November 09 09:11 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3310)
There are more mods on mybb then you would imagine... seriously... im convinced there are
undercover mods :icon_eek:
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showgroups.php
Not sure but I don't think there's a hide mod status option, unless he's using a hacked version.

halicon

9th November 09 09:36 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 3311)
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showgroups.php
Not sure but I don't think there's a hide mod status option, unless he's using a hacked version.
Okay. Wow then they must really be THAT zelous. Ok. :icon_eek: freaks!

Starstreak
Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 3311)
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showgroups.php

10th November 09 12:34 AM
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Not sure but I don't think there's a hide mod status option, unless he's using a hacked version.
That was ic's favourite trick. Just when you thought he wasn't lurking ...

halicon

10th November 09 01:17 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 3318)
That was ic's favourite trick. Just when you thought he wasn't lurking ...
totally. :surprised:

halicon

10th November 09 01:17 AM

http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthre...=1#post3325312
interesting thread... love how the mods do sweet nothing. with careful crafting this situation can be a
problem on the sponsored forum.
hmm.

ßL∞D

10th November 09 07:54 AM

I wouldn't be surprised of morkhans = vodacomdata. Otherwise are related as 'friends-for-better-payouts' or
same company. hec it could even be uncle rpm using both or one.

halicon

10th November 09 08:39 AM

Quote:

Open your eyes myBB users...
Censorship el de lux - Can't believe this site sold out. Used to LOVE coming here to read stuff people
had to say about corrupt and no care corporate entities. It just goes to show even the humblest of
people will go green once they taste the currency of loads of hits.
I had a tiff with the BCCSA a coupla months ago, spoke to Rudolph and he promised me he would get
to the bottom and asked me to send him a mail outlining correspondence I had with BCCSA etc. I am
yet to hear from him - Wonder what his reason for lying was, all he had to say was "stuff off, I can't
help you"
Rudolph, so how much editing do you guys actually do per day/fortnight? My wife is a proof reader
and is looking for some extra income, you need another one on your books ?
Ohhhh, can't wait for the ban. Will just solidify my new found opinion about this site.
this dude will get banned by rpm. Nice effort though.

King Monty
Quote:

10th November 09 08:51 AM
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Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3328)
this dude will get banned by rpm. Nice effort though.
link please?

halicon

10th November 09 09:19 AM

Sorry postin with iPhone. It's the or was in the iBurst tower thread on the sponsored forum

halicon

10th November 09 09:26 AM

It was kirplunk. I'm sure he has been banned... And I am sure he will join or has joined here. Eitherway it is
nice to see the membership realize what is going down on the sponsored forum...
Anyway... Time I get out of bed and get ready for work

debbie

10th November 09 09:26 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Kirplunk
Keep reading,... This is starting to not only expose the rott at Ibubble, but here on MyADSL as well.
Rather follow above link and read "undedited" versions of what the people have to say
the last six posts on that thread, including this one, have now been deleted.

Rustum

10th November 09 09:26 AM

Several posts already deleted in that thread today, including the one copied above...

Tamago

10th November 09 09:51 AM

Oh dear, so my posts are gone too... haha
Dang, I forgot to print that one to PDF :/
Quote:

There are more mods on mybb then you would imagine... seriously... im convinced there are
undercover mods :icon_eek:
My impression too.
As for the mention of the moderator above, known as ic. Let's just say, he is a farking *****. That's the one
that gets an orgasm from banning/infracting people.

KirPlunk

10th November 09 10:17 AM
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Kirplunk ? - That dude is me... and he did not ban me, rather sent me an email trying to understand why the
sudden turn of emotion towards MyBB. I sent him an equally sudden email back:joker: (still like that damn
emoticon).
I promised him I will stay away from his site, don't want anything to do with it anymore in anyways - the
magic has gone extremely quickly.
:thumbs-down:

Tamago

10th November 09 10:20 AM

Cool beans :) Thought it was you LOL.
Yeah your post is gone, as is mine in response to yours. Incredulously my posts about Iburst's shaping
remain.

debbie

10th November 09 10:31 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by MasterKuzha (Post 3343)
Kirplunk ? - That dude is me... and he did not ban me, rather sent me an email trying to understand
why the sudden turn of emotion towards MyBB. I sent him an equally sudden email back:joker: (still
like that damn emoticon).
I promised him I will stay away from his site, don't want anything to do with it anymore in anyways the magic has gone extremely quickly.
:thumbs-down:
nice one kirplunk!
lol @ rudolph suddenly responding to members when they make his problem their problem his problem- in
fact its a lot like jvz suddenly responding to craigavon residents now that they're making his problem their
problem his problem ;)

Epsilon

10th November 09 02:20 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by debbie (Post 3332)
the last six posts on that thread, including this one, have now been deleted.
The sponsored forum is going from bad to worse.
Th last 6 posts deleted in a single tread!!! OMG :icon_eek:

KirPlunk
Quote:

Originally Posted by NoCensorship (Post 3363)
The sponsored forum is going from bad to worse.
Th last 6 posts deleted in a single tread!!! OMG :icon_eek:

10th November 09 02:25 PM
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Yup, and I just checked, he has not banned my username yet. Wonder why he is so selective:undecided:

halicon

10th November 09 02:31 PM

do any of you remember that t-shirt and spelling mistakes saga on mybb.
that was funny....

Rustum

10th November 09 03:10 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3365)
do any of you remember that t-shirt and spelling mistakes saga on mybb.
that was funny....
Nope. Must've been before I joined. Enlighten us...

King Monty

10th November 09 03:46 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 3365)
do any of you remember that t-shirt and spelling mistakes saga on mybb.
that was funny....
Yep, that was hilarious.

All times are GMT +2. The time now is 04:32 PM.
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rpm
Admin

Search this Thread

Display Modes
#1

Join Date: Jul 2003
Location: Johannesburg
Posts: 30,927
Blog Entries: 16

2009 MyBroadband Conference: Live streaming and discussions

I am glad to announce that there is likely to be streaming audio of the full 2009 MyBroadband
conference. It will be streamed from a local server (in Cape Town
) to ensure the best possible
service level.
Thanks a bunch to Neology (http://www.neology.co.za) for assisting with the audio streaming and
server setup.
Streaming audio: http://conference.mybroadband.co.za/
Last edited by rpm; 12-11-2009 at 12:44 AM..

11-11-2009, 10:29 AM

Garyvdh

Super Grandmaster

#2
Join Date: Mar 2005
Location: District 9
Posts: 17,577
Blog Entries: 21

whoo hoo!
Well done Guys! I am sure this will please a lot of people.
__________________
[Free Software] [Local Links] [PriceWatch]

11-11-2009, 01:24 PM

Kaufies

Grandmaster

#3
Join Date: Sep 2009
Location: PMB
Posts: 2,258

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
That's awesome, thanks
__________________

Nothing to see here, move along.

12-11-2009, 10:06 AM

tjoppie

Active Member

#4
Join Date: Sep 2003
Location: Cape Town
Posts: 70

yay they started speaking

12-11-2009, 10:16 AM

Praeses

Grandmaster

#5
Join Date: Oct 2005
Location: Bloemfontein
Posts: 2,485

Thanks for the stream! Preventing me from working
__________________
Feeling violated on the evil internetz? Download PeerBlock v1.0!

12-11-2009, 10:17 AM

Praeses

Grandmaster

#6
Join Date: Oct 2005
Location: Bloemfontein
Posts: 2,485

Quote:

Originally Posted by tjoppie
yay they started speaking

You're quite an old member with very few posts! Explain yourself
__________________
Feeling violated on the evil internetz? Download PeerBlock v1.0!

12-11-2009, 10:19 AM

tjoppie

Active Member

#7
Join Date: Sep 2003
Location: Cape Town
Posts: 70

hehe I like to observe ;p

12-11-2009, 10:19 AM

Praeses

#8
Join Date: Oct 2005
Location: Bloemfontein

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
Grandmaster

Posts: 2,485

So...where's the video stream RPM?
__________________
Feeling violated on the evil internetz? Download PeerBlock v1.0!

12-11-2009, 10:20 AM

#9

Praeses

Join Date: Oct 2005
Location: Bloemfontein
Posts: 2,485

Grandmaster

Quote:

Originally Posted by tjoppie
hehe I like to observe ;p

Forum lurker!
__________________
Feeling violated on the evil internetz? Download PeerBlock v1.0!

12-11-2009, 10:20 AM

tjoppie

Active Member

#10
Join Date: Sep 2003
Location: Cape Town
Posts: 70

yah! We want video streaming next time!

12-11-2009, 10:25 AM

RoloTomasi
Active Member

#11
Join Date: Feb 2007
Location: South Africa
Posts: 98

Thanks for the audio streaming!

12-11-2009, 10:31 AM

Gundam

Senior Member

Quote:

Originally Posted by Praeses
So...where's the video stream RPM?

#12
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Gwen's sinking ship
Posts: 217

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
I wondered that as well last year, but it sort of makes sense that they want people to rather attend
the event instead of sitting at home or at the office watching it.
Even Microsoft's big events are only made available for download or streaming video some time after
the event itself, for this very reason.
__________________
100Mb/s GUARANTEED MINIMUM UNCAPPED ADSL for R200/month:
http://www.skbroadband.com/eng/iproduct/evalley.asp %$#!@ Telkom!

12-11-2009, 10:31 AM

tjoppie

Active Member

#13
Join Date: Sep 2003
Location: Cape Town
Posts: 70

i guess that's a valid point

12-11-2009, 10:34 AM

Tjoker

Senior Member

#14
Join Date: Sep 2009
Location: /\/¯¯¯¯¯\/\
Posts: 444

very nice
__________________
New Führer of broadband DigiChilli ---> You can do it!!!!!You can do it all night/day LONG!!
i DID and im
all the way!
Not jumping?sucks to be you!!

12-11-2009, 10:37 AM

Praeses

Grandmaster

#15
Join Date: Oct 2005
Location: Bloemfontein
Posts: 2,485

Quote:

Originally Posted by Gundam
I wondered that as well last year, but it sort of makes sense that they want people to rather
attend the event instead of sitting at home or at the office watching it.
Even Microsoft's big events are only made available for download or streaming video some
time after the event itself, for this very reason.

Put up lots of screens and make it a conference video chat?
Guess I should get back to work...
__________________
Feeling violated on the evil internetz? Download PeerBlock v1.0!

12-11-2009, 10:38 AM

who.is.michael

#16
Join Date: Aug 2006
Location: Cape Town CBD

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
Grandmaster

Posts: 1,434

Thanks, but where is the Video IS?

12-11-2009, 10:44 AM

Globetrotter
Master

#17
Join Date: Jul 2005
Location: Cape Town, South Africa
Posts: 973

Listening to it now. Thanks for providing live audio.
__________________
Blog: Globetrotting Online
ADSL - WebAfrica (SAIX) and Afrihost (IS)

12-11-2009, 10:53 AM

texo

Grandmaster

#18
Join Date: Jun 2006
Location: Cape Town
Posts: 1,438

Who's talking right now?
__________________
Texo: try a Private Cloud Server for a week, for free!

12-11-2009, 11:08 AM

ToxicWazte
Master

#19
Join Date: Aug 2008
Location: Lenasia, Johannesburg
Posts: 833

Quote:

Originally Posted by RoloTomasi
Thanks for the audio streaming!

+1 Audio streaming is awesome.
Quote:

Originally Posted by tjoppie
yah! We want video streaming next time!

Video streaming would be more awesome...

12-11-2009, 11:09 AM

ambo

Grandmaster

#20
Join Date: Jun 2005
Location: JHB
Posts: 1,541

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...

Quote:

Originally Posted by texo
Who's talking right now?

We are still busy with: The Connected Life - Reshaad Sha, Cisco
You can see the whole program here
__________________

free local hosting | ping6 blog | jawug anux2m6ga@apolix.co.za

12-11-2009, 11:28 AM

profpanda
Senior Member

#21
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

The Germans are apon us.....
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 11:32 AM

rpm
Admin

#22
Join Date: Jul 2003
Location: Johannesburg
Posts: 30,927
Blog Entries: 16

Glad you guys enjoy the stream. Broadband panel up now...if you ask questions I will try to ask one
or two...

12-11-2009, 11:33 AM

Gundam

Senior Member

#23
Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Gwen's sinking ship
Posts: 217

Who are the people talking in the background? Did someone leave their mic on who is now
backstage?
__________________
100Mb/s GUARANTEED MINIMUM UNCAPPED ADSL for R200/month:
http://www.skbroadband.com/eng/iproduct/evalley.asp %$#!@ Telkom!

12-11-2009, 11:34 AM

profpanda
Senior Member

#24
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
Yes thanks RPM
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 11:34 AM

#25

profpanda

Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

Senior Member

Quote:

Originally Posted by Gundam
Who are the people talking in the background? Did someone leave their mic on who is now
backstage?

Its the Germans
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 11:37 AM

#26

RoloTomasi

Join Date: Feb 2007
Location: South Africa
Posts: 98

Active Member

Quote:

Originally Posted by Gundam
Who are the people talking in the background? Did someone leave their mic on who is now
backstage?

+1
RPM, get the babbling lady in the back to keep quiet.

12-11-2009, 11:40 AM

Leftfoot
Master

#27
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Richards Bay, KZN, South Africa, Earth.
Posts: 859

Yes the womans voice in the background is very irritating.
Just a question, is a Telkom rep there? I found it very interesting that John Holdworth reckons that
the mobile providers are using Telkom as a scapegoat for their pricing and problems. I too feel the
same way. I would be interested to here the panels reaction to that statement.
Audio around the panel could be better...Chuck another mic in there RPM!
__________________
http://mybroadband.co.za/photos/show...o=2878&cat=500

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
12-11-2009, 11:45 AM

#28
Join Date: Jul 2003
Location: Johannesburg
Posts: 30,927
Blog Entries: 16

rpm
Admin

All panellists have their own mics - difficult to make it better
Quote:

Originally Posted by Leftfoot
Yes the womans voice in the background is very irritating.
Just a question, is a Telkom rep there? I found it very interesting that John Holdworth reckons
that the mobile providers are using Telkom as a scapegoat for their pricing and problems. I
too feel the same way. I would be interested to here the panels reaction to that statement.
Audio around the panel could be better...Chuck another mic in there RPM!

12-11-2009, 11:52 AM

Leftfoot
Master

#29
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Richards Bay, KZN, South Africa, Earth.
Posts: 859

One other question...Neotel are supposed to be a fixed line operator but they are offering a wireless
service. What are their fixed line plans (if any) or is their definition of "fixed line" different to our
definition as we commonly understand it with Telkom.
__________________
http://mybroadband.co.za/photos/show...o=2878&cat=500

12-11-2009, 12:07 PM

profpanda
Senior Member

#30
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

Quote:

Originally Posted by Leftfoot
One other question...Neotel are supposed to be a fixed line operator but they are offering a
wireless service. What are their fixed line plans (if any) or is their definition of "fixed line"
different to our definition as we commonly understand it with Telkom.

Well done....
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 12:29 PM

profpanda
Senior Member

#31
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...

RPM are we on the Forum able to win anything???
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 12:30 PM

Leftfoot
Master

#32
Join Date: May 2006
Location: Richards Bay, KZN, South Africa, Earth.
Posts: 859

Yeah!!...can we win too?
__________________
http://mybroadband.co.za/photos/show...o=2878&cat=500

12-11-2009, 12:35 PM

profpanda
Senior Member

#33
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

Quote:

Originally Posted by Leftfoot
Yeah!!...can we win too?

I have been on from just after 10 and leftfoot
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 12:39 PM

moggie

Grandmaster

#34
Join Date: Mar 2009
Location: Nelson Mandela Bay
Posts: 3,865

Question for Johan Meyer (Telkom) in the next panel discussion:
Instead of running up huge losses in Nigeria with MultiLinks, why don't Telkom focus their attention
and money (from SA consumers) on improving it services and products in our own country first?
__________________
"call me old!"

12-11-2009, 12:42 PM

Freaksta
Master

#35
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Port Elizabeth
Posts: 819

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
Quote:

Originally Posted by moggie
Question for Johan Meyer (Telkom) in the next panel discussion:
Instead of running up huge losses in Nigeria with MultiLinks, why don't Telkom focus their
attention and money (from SA consumers) on improving it services and products in our own
country first?

Would like the answer to that question too
__________________
Who are you anyways!

12-11-2009, 12:45 PM

kaaskop
Master

#36
Join Date: Sep 2005
Location: Paarl
Posts: 766

13:30
Bandwidth In SA Panel Discussion hosted by Duncan McLeod
Suveer Ramdhani, SEACOM
Johan Meyer, Telkom & SAT-3/SAFE
Kobus Stroeder, WACS
Sameer Dave, MTN
Malcolm Kirby, Dark Fibre Africa
This should be interesting.
__________________
"If the government is the answer, it must have been a stupid question"
"Man creates problems. Government and bureaucrats magnify them 100 times"

12-11-2009, 01:01 PM

profpanda
Senior Member

#37
Join Date: Jun 2008
Location: Pretoria
Posts: 353

Quote:

Originally Posted by pop.con
lol

Dude go away please....
You have your own forum go abuse someone there
__________________

Intel Core 2 Duo E7500 @ 2.93Ghz | Asus P5QL PRO IP43 | ATI Radeon X1900GT |Corsair DDR2-800 1GB XMS2 x 2 | 400 Gb HDD | LG 22" W2234

12-11-2009, 01:27 PM

TBlaar

Active Member

#38
Join Date: Apr 2008
Posts: 70

2009 MyBroadband Conference:... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
that was not a question, more like a flame...
and if you sign a contract with vodacom, they can send you those types of MMS'es without you having
to opt in.
To opt out sms OUT to 30699, or go to vodacom4me.co.za and fill in the support form and say they
should stop sending them to you, then they will...
Last edited by TBlaar; 12-11-2009 at 01:31 PM..

12-11-2009, 01:33 PM

#39

Gundam

Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Gwen's sinking ship
Posts: 217

Senior Member

WTF is going on now? Are there dancers on stage now that we are being punished with Beyonce?
__________________
100Mb/s GUARANTEED MINIMUM UNCAPPED ADSL for R200/month:
http://www.skbroadband.com/eng/iproduct/evalley.asp %$#!@ Telkom!

12-11-2009, 01:41 PM

#40

Gundam

Join Date: Jun 2009
Location: Gwen's sinking ship
Posts: 217

Senior Member

No Axxess rep is attending to receive their prize.
Do they not take this seriously? They are being discussed quite frequently on these forums which
must lead to some business for them at least.
__________________
100Mb/s GUARANTEED MINIMUM UNCAPPED ADSL for R200/month:
http://www.skbroadband.com/eng/iproduct/evalley.asp %$#!@ Telkom!
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View Single Post

Thread: Unexplained moderation?

15-11-2009, 11:24 AM

ic

Moderator

#13
Join Date: Nov 2004
Location: Bryanston (West), Gauteng, kwa ZumA land
Posts: 19,893

Quote:

Originally Posted by R13...
Ok so I tried the normal way at extracting an explanation for my unexplained "slap on the wrist" but
the mods won't budge... Now I don't mind mods enforcing rules, but I do mind mods selectively
enforcing those rules...
I receive an infraction over violating some general rule and the explanation is bureaucratic & the mod
copies my entire post & replies as explanation for the infraction.
And then I browse the forum and see this [almost exactly why I was infracted],
How does that work mods?

You used a racially derogative word [actually worth 5 infraction points], and you were let off lightly with an
Inappropriate Language infraction worth 1 point.
Kindly note that this forum should be used for constructive suggestions only, if you want to discuss
infractions and forum rules etc, you should p.m. one or all of the mods.
__________________
<@NeoGhost, where is your pre-paid wireless CDMA2000 data service?>
<Conclusion: NeoGhost was born without any ears and is not capable of listening>

Broadband & ADSL Forums - Inte... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
View Single Post

Thread: iBurst erects 20m Tower, hopes residents won't notice

19-11-2009, 11:00 PM

nicki

Active Member

Quote:

#442
Join Date: Sep 2004
Location: .
Posts: 67

Originally Posted by marine1
Once again, I will say that this will in the end IMO turn out to be the biggest cover up since the
cigarette scandal.

By who, myBB or iBurst?

Broadband & ADSL Forums - Inte... http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/s...
View Single Post
21-11-2009, 07:54 PM

-toady-

Grandmaster

Quote:

Originally Posted by j@w
I think the people in the area got the "mass hysteria" symptom.
Damn YOU IMAGINARY EVIL RADIATION FORCES.
dumb people > dumber people

Is it just me, or is that pretty darned close to RBP material? *gags.....
Last edited by rpm; 21-11-2009 at 08:16 PM..

Thread: War over iBurst tower erupts
#95
Join Date: Aug 2004
Location: Durban
Posts: 2,127

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...
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halicon

4th December 09 10:59 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 4954)
OK. Apologies for that horrific association.:surprised:
shaun was never bad... i always found him to be ibursts only real strong point.

Tamago

8th December 09 09:15 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Rustum (Post 4792)
So, IC=j@w? Whatsup with people associated with forums adopting multiple identities? Who's fooling
who?
Ja its OK for people in 'power' over at the sponsored forum to engage in multiple nicks, but, it is not okay for
the regular joe to do.
What's good for the goose, is good for the gander. Remember that, rpm!

KirPlunk

8th December 09 09:24 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Tamago (Post 5113)
Ja its OK for people in 'power' over at the sponsored forum to engage in multiple nicks, but, it is not
okay for the regular joe to do.
What's good for the goose, is good for the gander. Remember that, rpm!
That's why I changed my Nick yesterday to what it is on the blue forum... So that interested individuals may
contact rpm and obtain cell/tel/address etc.

KirPlunk
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 4996)

9th December 09 05:32 PM

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...
shaun was never bad... i always found him to be ibursts only real strong point.
Checked today he will no longer be the light at the end of iBurst's tunnel.
I've read numerous posts made by Shaun and I am telling you now that dudie is going places if he can keep
his magik. The way he engages people should be an example for one and all business trying to face it's
clients thru online forums.
Way to go Shaun! (if you read this) And good luck!
:clapping:

Prometheus

10th December 09 05:32 AM

http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showpost...44&postcount=5
translated:
Quote:

We are only allowed to reproduce half the article now.

Starstreak

10th December 09 11:33 AM

Argh!
You spoiled the compliment from Luf. lol
Quote:

Luf Luf is offline
Senior Member
Join Date: Jan 2007
Posts: 395
Default
very good article RPM thank you.
This is the type of journalism that MyBB should strive for

halicon

10th December 09 11:49 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by RPM
Not exactly - we have an agreement with BMI-T to reproduce content for MyBB and where a more
comprehensive article/research paper may be available on the BMI-T Navigator website. It is
therefore merely a republishing agreement.
there fixed.

synesthesia

10th December 09 04:05 PM

I am happy I am not the only one who thinks the other forums news has gone down the tubes.

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...

Prometheus

10th December 09 05:02 PM

Quote:

Originally Posted by rpm
We have a few plans to boost content quality, which should mean more articles like this one. Martyn
Roetter is certainly very knowledgeable and it is great to have his/BMI-T Navogator content here.
Errr... we're going to be stealing more, change a few more words/sentences, and publish it as our own?

Starstreak

View Single Post

11th December 09 02:36 PM

5
Thread: Pepsi versus Coke

11-12-2009, 02:19 PM

The_Pumpkin_King
Super Grandmaster

#11
Join Date: Sep 2008
Location: Gliese 581 d
Posts: 18,859

Quote:

Originally Posted by rpm
I have taken a bet with a few guys that they will not be able to taste the difference between
Coke and Pepsi (and even the diet versions). We have done the test before, and we all failed.
The techies at Hetzner however did the test and they said they all passed.
Do you think you will be able to pass a blind Pepsi/Coke test?

easy peasy, done it a hundred time to prove it to friends, i still up-chuck when i sip pepsi
3

4

6

He's even shamelessly stealing ideas for stories from his own members!

halicon
Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 5395)

11th December 09 03:34 PM

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...
View Single Post

5
Thread: Pepsi versus Coke

11-12-2009, 02:19 PM

The_Pumpkin_King
Super Grandmaster

#11
Join Date: Sep 2008
Location: Gliese 581 d
Posts: 18,859

Quote:

Originally Posted by rpm
I have taken a bet with a few guys that they will not be able to taste the difference
between Coke and Pepsi (and even the diet versions). We have done the test before,
and we all failed. The techies at Hetzner however did the test and they said they all
passed.
Do you think you will be able to pass a blind Pepsi/Coke test?

easy peasy, done it a hundred time to prove it to friends, i still up-chuck when i sip pepsi

3

4

6

He's even shamelessly stealing ideas for stories from his own members!
he has been doing that for years.
he also take credit when a user discovers something.

debbie

11th December 09 03:49 PM

/remembers he wouldn't accept my challenge to play chess

Tamago

15th December 09 09:41 AM

Rudolph is not one to accept any challenges, Debbie.

Prometheus

17th December 09 07:56 PM

I wonder is the guy realises how much he could be making from the classifieds.
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?p=3445556

Starstreak
Quote:

Originally Posted by Prometheus (Post 5605)
I wonder is the guy realises how much he could be making from the classifieds.
http://mybroadband.co.za/vb/showthread.php?p=3445556
Invalid Thread specified.

18th December 09 12:26 AM

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...
What did it say?
i know rpm seems not to care what or how things are advertised, which is a mistake.

Prometheus

18th December 09 02:45 AM

Google is great:
http://209.85.229.132/search?q=cache...k&client=opera
And just in case it disappears again:
http://www.bblounge.co.za/picture.ph...&pictureid=256

Starstreak

18th December 09 11:01 PM
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Here is ic again manipulating things Vodacom's way as usual.
An absolute refusal to accept that their modems are indeed software locked. I'm guessing he's on holiday and
is using the time to annoy everyone again.:(

Matt
Quote:

Originally Posted by Starstreak (Post 5395)
He's even shamelessly stealing ideas for stories from his own members!
Quote:

Originally Posted by halicon (Post 5402)
he has been doing that for years.

21st December 09 01:06 AM

BBLounge - Broadband & Curren... http://www.bblounge.co.za/pri...
he also take credit when a user discovers something.
Still up to his old tricks:
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Brittany Murphy dies from heart attack

Heart attack at 32 is scary, unless something else was involved
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/tvshowbiz...k-aged-32.html
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Brittany Murphy dies

A Los Angeles hospital spokeswoman says actress Brittany Murphy has died. She was 32.
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center Spokeswoman Sally Stewart says Murphy died at 10:04 a.m. Saturday. She
would not provide a cause of death, or any other information.
Los Angeles Fire Department spokesman Devon Gale says crews responded to a call at 8 a.m. Saturday
from a home in Los Angeles that is listed as belonging to British screenwriter Simon Monjack, who is
married to Murphy. Gale says one person was transported to a hospital.
Messages left for Murphy's manager, agent and publicist weren't immediately returned.
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Tamago

21st December 09 03:39 PM

Quote:

An absolute refusal to accept that their modems are indeed software locked. I'm guessing he's on
holiday and is using the time to annoy everyone again.:(
What?!? he actually goes on holiday, well that's a first. I bet his holiday is sitting in the holiday flat/home or
even at home, dissecting Linux kernels and cracking the whip on the poor uninformed members of
MyBroadband. It must be really sad, being a super-geek! Thank God my wife came along and rescued me
from the depths of that recess, filled with computer code, and hair on one's hands
I am not surprised modems are locked, an old trick actually. You can even lock a regular 56k modem to a
particular service provider, like MWEB used to. Except they didn't reckon I was smarter than they were! All
very unethical really, but then, ethics is like a four-letter-word in South African corporate business.

KirPlunk

22nd December 09 07:47 AM

Quote:

Originally Posted by Matt (Post 5690)
Still up to his old tricks:
Who...?
The tool? :joker:

Tamago

23rd December 09 07:56 AM

No, The Tool has been banned for over a year, I fear he will not be revived, even though he's the best DJ
Ossewa fan in Gauteng

All times are GMT +2. The time now is 04:34 PM.
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